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Inspection Copies
SAGE’s inspection copy service allows lecturers to thoroughly
review our textbooks before deciding whether to adopt them
for use on courses. Request and manage your copies quickly
and easily at sagepub.co.uk/inspectioncopy

Extra Teaching & Study Tools
Many of our textbooks are supported by online resources
to assist lecturers with planning and delivering engaging
seminars and lectures, and to help students to explore
topics further and check their progress.
Wherever you see the online resources or SAGE edge
icons, you can access further resources.

SAGE eBooks
The majority of our books are now available as eBooks.
Visit sagepub.co.uk/ebooks for more information.

Welcome...
...to our 2018 Research Methods catalogue. Research Methods lies at the heart of SAGE and we are proud to have supported the research
community for over fifty years, providing an unrivalled range of textbooks and resources for teaching students at all levels. Alongside
this established programme of award-winning books we are excited to offer innovative, cutting-edge digital resources that will empower
researchers and make a positive, lasting impact on societal issues and challenges.
We know that teaching Research Methods is challenging; we are committed to providing high-quality, engaging and innovative books to
support you and to inspire your students - encouraging them to engage with, understand and produce rigorous research. We understand
the importance of equipping students with well-tuned analytic skills and of helping them to think and communicate critically and effectively.
Whether you are leading a mixed cohort of undergraduates, supervising postgraduate projects, or are looking for cutting-edge books to
help with your own research, we have a book to help.
Our online platform, SAGE Research Methods (sageresearchmethods.com) provides resources to support the entire research process,
from coming up with a research question, to writing up a dissertation or thesis. Alongside more than 1,000 books, reference works, and
journal articles, you’ll find more than 1,500 stories of real research projects (SAGE Research Method Cases), a collection of 150 teaching
datasets (SAGE Research Methods Datasets), and more than 480 streaming videos (SAGE Research Methods Video). The newest video
collection, Practical Research & Academic Skills, launches in January and covers foundational skills such as project management, essay
writing, and presenting research at conferences.
In 2017 SAGE launched SAGE Campus, a series of online data science courses tailored for the social sciences. SAGE Campus courses
were created in response to the rise of big data and new technology, and the opportunities and challenges that this presents. Building
on research we have done to identify the challenges that social science researchers who want to work with large datasets say they face,
SAGE Campus courses aim to help social scientists gain the skills they need to embrace the data revolution, build a successful career,
and produce high quality research.
If you are planning a Research Methods or Statistics course, you can even pick and choose from our growing list of textbooks, reference works
and journals to create bespoke course material. For advice on this please contact your local representative at www.sagepub.co.uk/findmyrep.
This catalogue includes only our most recent and popular titles, so if you can’t find what you’re looking for here, please visit our website
at www.sagepublishing.com, where you can find full details of all of our books, journals and digital products. If there are any challenges
with your or your students’ use of resources, or you would like to share what you’ve been doing in your teaching we’d love to hear from you.
Thank you for being part of the SAGE story so far - we hope you enjoy our 2018 research methods titles.
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General Research Methods

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A Step-by-Step Guide for Beginners
Fifth Edition
Ranjit Kumar University of Western Australia
Designed with students, for students.
Eight steps, two pathways, one book. This fifth edition of the bestseller Research Methodology
has redesigned, and fully reimagined how a textbook loaded with digital resources can help
students achieve success in their methods course or research project.
Foolproof for any beginner researcher, the book breaks the process of designing and doing a
research project into achievable stages. It delivers students from research problem to their written
research report at the pace they need, with clear explanations, DIY tasks, helpful visualizations
and study skills support.
sample cover

With an innovative, beautiful design, we have built regular progress checkpoints into the book and
its online resources. As students proceed through the eight steps, each chapter provides regular
opportunities for students to check understanding or give themselves a challenge. Each pathway
then gives them the resources they need.
• Confused? Stop, practice with quizzes and flashcards, or use a video to look at a concept in a
different way
• Up for a challenge? We give you research articles, readings, case studies, activities, bibliography
tools and inspiration to pursue your curiosity, impress your lecturer, and nail your assignments.
With this one book, every student gets what they need to succeed. It is the perfect essential text
for students and beginner researchers across the social sciences.
CONTENTS

Research: A Way of Thinking / The Research Process: A Quick Glance / Step I: Formulating a Research Problem / Reviewing the Literature / Formulating a Research Problem / Identifying
Variables / Constructing Hypotheses / Step II: Conceptualising a Research Design / The Research Design / Selecting a Study Design / Step III: Constructing an Instrument for Data Collection
/ Selecting a Method of Data Collection / Collecting Data Using Attitudinal Scales / Establishing the Validity and Reliability of a Research Instrument / Step IV: Selecting a Sample / Selecting
a Sample / Step V: Writing a Research Proposal / Writing a Research Proposal / Step VI: Collecting Data / Considering Ethical Issues in Data Collection / Step VII: Processing and Displaying
Data / Processing Data / Displaying Data / Step VIII: Writing a Research Report / Writing a Research Report
December 2018 • 432 pages
Cloth (9781526449894) • £100.00
Paper (9781526449900) • £34.99

RESEARCH DESIGN
Qualitative, Quantitative, and Mixed Methods Approaches
Fifth Edition (International Student Edition)
John W. Creswell Department of Family Medicine, University of Michigan
and J. David Creswell Carnegie Mellon University
This bestseller has pioneered the comparison of qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods research
design. For all three approaches, John and David Creswell include a preliminary consideration of
philosophical assumptions, a review of the literature, an assessment of the use of theory in research
approaches, and reflections about the importance of writing and ethics in scholarly inquiry. They
also present the key elements of the research process, giving specific attention to each approach.
The book has been lauded for its language and tone, which are both accessible and inviting. It
is a text that students keep and continue to use as a resource throughout their studies, once the
specific class is over.
CONTENTS
Part I: Preliminary Considerations / The Selection of a Research Approach / Review of the Literature / The Use of Theory
Writing Strategies and Ethical Consideration / Part II: Designing Research / The Introduction / The Purpose Statement /
Research Questions and Hypotheses / Quantitative Methods / Qualitative Methods / Mixed Methods Procedures

/

February 2018 • 304 pages
Paper (9781506386768) • £54.00
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General Research Methods

RESEARCH DESIGN &
METHOD SELECTION

SOCIAL SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

Making Good Choices in the
Social Sciences

Offering an engaging and entertaining introduction to research methods,
this is a practical and easy-to-use companion for all new researchers
and students in the social sciences. Covering all the key stages of the
research process, this book guides students in navigating some of the
biggest challenges in developing a research project.

Diana Panke University of Freiburg
Grounded in theory and context, this book
explores the philosophical issues and
debates surrounding social science research
to help build solid, logical proposals and
move from research concepts to fully realized
designs. It encourages students to challenge unconscious biases around
method selection and analysis and provides step-by-step guidance
on choosing a method that is in-line with the question being explored.
Focused on the role of the researcher within research design, it
stresses the need to plan a proposal that considers the philosophical
underpinnings of research and not just practical issues like timing and
access. It provides a sophisticated toolkit to understand:
• The critical issues associated with both qualitative and
quantitative methods
• The approach that works best for specific research questions
• How design choices can effect practice
Perfect for upper undergraduate and postgraduate students, this book
will instil confidence and good decision-making to ensure informed
design and practice.
CONTENTS
The Basics of Social Science Research Designs / Detecting Puzzles and Selecting Good
Research Questions / Working with Theories / Qualitative, Quantitative, and Mixedmethods Projects-How to Make the Choice / How to Select Cases / Making Choices
Between Methods of Data Collection / Making Choices Between Qualitative Methods of
Data Analysis / Making Choices Between Quantitative Methods of Data Analysis /Making
Choices in Writing and Sharing Research

Dawn Brancati Columbia University

This book:
• Uses real-life everyday examples, connecting research methods to
your experiences
• Includes dedicated chapters on identifying a research question, ethics
and writing up your findings
• Comprises an array of activities, tips, illustrations and international
case studies
• Covers qualitative, quantitative and mixed methods research
• Digital resources for including SAGE Videos, journal articles, activities
and more
Bringing methods to life for students across the social sciences, this
book will provide students with the confidence they need to get their
research off the ground.
CONTENTS
Part I: What is Social Science Research? / Research Ethics / Identifying a Research
Question / Conducting the Literature Review / Part II: Argumentation / Building Effective
Concepts / Making Strong Arguments / Part III: Qualitative Methods and Analysis /
Overview / Interviews/ Focus Groups / Participant Observation / Process Tracing /
Comparative-Case Method/ Part IV: Quantitative Methods and Analysis / Overview /
Measurement / Quantitative Data/ Content Analysis / Survey Analysis / Observational
Studies / Experiments / Part V: Mixed Methods Research / Mixed Methods Research: A
Typology / Part VI: Social Scientific Writing
November 2018 • 448 pages
Cloth (9781526426840) • £85.00
Paper (9781526426857) • £26.99

September 2018 • 264 pages
Cloth (9781526438621) • £85.00
Paper (9781526438638) • £28.99

METHODOLOGIES FOR
PRACTICE RESEARCH
Approaches for
Professional Doctorates
Edited by Carol Costley University
of Middlesex and John Fulton
University of Sunderland
Sharp and focused, this book provides the
need-to-know information on how to design
and implement a good, high-quality research
project. Assuming no prior knowledge, but appropriate for experienced
learners, it builds knowledge at a sustainable pace. It offers readers:
• A no-frills guide to methodology and the theory of conducting research
• Strategies for communicating complex ideas
• Insight into common impact-driven methods like action research, case
studies, and mixed methods
• Ways to develop systematic research projects within the boundaries
of everyday working life.

Out now! The Fifth
Edition of Andy
Field’s Discovering
Statistics Using
IBM SPSS Statistics
– see page 10

CONTENTS
Part I: Underlying Principles / Philosophy and Practice – Why Does This Matter? / Epistemology
/ Methodologies as Personal and Processual Integrity / Reflective Models and Frameworks
in Practice / Researching the Caring Dimension / Part II: Methodological Frameworks / AutoEthnography / Action Research / PALAR – Participatory Action Learning and Action Research
/ Case Study / Mixed Methods / Capstone Design / Translational Research
October 2018 • 264 pages
Cloth (9781473991590) • £85.00
Paper (9781473991606) • £29.99

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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USING REALIST METHODS
Edited by Nick Emmel, Joanne Greenhalgh, Ana Manzano, Mark Monaghan all
at University of Loughborough, and Sonia Dalkin Northumbria University
Bringing together leading theorists, researchers and policy makers with expertise in using realist methods,
this book is a definitive guide to putting realist methodologies into practice. Not just an overview of the
field, this book looks to extend current debates and apply realist methods to new and practical challenges
in social research. Featuring practical, worked examples of how to turn theory into evidence, it empowers
readers not just to understand realist methods, but to use them. It will help readers:
•
•
•
•
•

Negotiate the complexity of relational systems
Understand the importance and relevance of cumulative theory
Address concerns over data sources and quality
Be flexible and creative in realist approaches
Produce useful evidence for policy.

CONTENTS
Doing Realist Research / Forty Years with Realist Ray and their Unintended Consequences: An Affectionate and Unfinished Middle
Range Story of Realist Methods / Making up Mechanisms / Revisiting Mechanisms in Realist Research and Evaluation / Will It Work
Elsewhere? Social Programming in Open Systems / Realist Evaluation in Health Policy and Systems Research: Theory Incarnate
/ Large Scale Interventions in Large Scale Nested Systems: A Complex Realist Take / Using Realist Approaches to Explain the
Costs and Cost-Effectiveness of Programmes / The Challenges and Solutions to Data Gathering in Realist Reviews: Looking for
Needles in Haystacks / Scoping and Searching to Support Realist Approaches / The Place of Realist Explanation and Review and
Their Impact on Policy: More Useful, More Used? / Realist Methods and the Politics of Evidence: Developing Evidence-Based Public
Health Guidelines / Realist Memorabilia
May 2018 • 256 pages
Cloth (9781473977884) • £85.00
Paper (9781473977891) • £29.99

INVESTIGATIVE RESEARCH
Theory and Practice

DOING RESEARCH
IN THE REAL WORLD

Derek Layder University of Leicester

Fourth Edition

With its unique modelling and mapping
of social proce s se s, I nve s t i g a t i ve
Research offers an alternative approach
to social research. It helps you answer key
investigative questions like:

David E Gray University of Greenwich

• How are models and maps of social reality
crucial to the formulation of research
problems and questions?
• What are the main phases, challenges, and theories of
investigative research?
• How does investigative research compare with other research approaches
like surveys, case studies, grounded theory, and mixed methods?
• How can you control the quality and validity of your investigative research?
With its clear focus on investigative research exploration, description,
and explanation, this book gives you the solid building blocks needed to
manage and integrate the theoretical and practical issues in your work.
CONTENTS
Research Models, Problems and Questions / Dimensions, Quantity & Quality / Case
Studies & Mixed Methods / The Limitations of Grounded Theory / The Arc of Investigative
Research / Theory in Investigative Research / Networks & Domains: A Research Guide
/ Continuous Quality Control

'This has to be one of my most often borrowed
textbooks that rarely lingers on my shelves!
Colleagues, doctoral students and masters
students alike will find something of interest here
- whether it be used as a reminder of terminology,
or a quick introduction to a new field.'
- Fiona Harris, University of Stirling
Pragmatic and inspiring, this applied book will help your students to
complete their research quickly and well. David Gray’s advice is both
positive and sensible as he walks them through each step of the research
process from start to finish. Weaving quantitative, qualitative, and mixed
methods together, he encourages students to consider flexible options
and to choose the most appropriate methods for their projects. Setting
out the realities of conducting research in real-world settings, David
helps students to find the practical tools – and the confidence – to make
good research choices as well as providing coverage of a wide range of
assessment techniques and employability skills.
CONTENTS
Part A: Principles and Planning for Research / Theoretical Perspectives and Research
Methodologies / Selecting and Planning Research Proposals and Projects / Research
Ethics / Searching, Critically Reviewing and Using the Literature / Part B: Research
Methodology / Research Design: Quantitative Methods / Research Design: Qualitative
Methods / Research Design: Mixed Methods / Sampling Strategies / Designing Descriptive
and Analytical Surveys / Designing Case Studies / Designing Evaluations / Action
Research and Change / Part C: Data Collection Methods / Questionnaires and Surveys
/ Interviewing / Non-Participant Observation / Ethnography and Participant Observation
/ Focus Groups / Unobtrusive Measures / Visual Research Methods / Digital Research
Methods / Secondary Data and Research / Part D: Analysis and Report Writing / Getting
Started Using SPSS / Analysing and Presenting Quantitative Data / Getting Started Using
NVivo / Analysing and Presenting Qualitative Data / Writing Up the Research / Preparing
for Presentations and Vivas

February 2018 • 192 pages
Cloth (9781446287521) • £85.00
Paper (9781446287538) • £28.99

November 2017 • 824 pages
Cloth (9781473947269) • £110.00
Paper (9781473947276) • £35.99
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The Little Quick Fix Series
Quick fixes for common research problems you need to solve
fast. Visual and practical, each book will start at your problem and
deliver you to an answer with a quick test at the end to check that
you’ve got what you need: Quick results. Good research.
LAUNCHING JULY 2018!
ONLY £6.99

ISBN: 9781526456885

ISBN: 9781526458841
Available as inspection copy for lecturers

ISBN: 9781526456892

ISBN: 9781526458834

ISBN: 9781526458858
5

General Research Methods

RESEARCHING SOCIETY
AND CULTURE
Fourth Edition

THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE
TO DOING YOUR
RESEARCH PROJECT

Edited by Clive Seale University of London

Third Edition

Written by internationally renowned experts,
each chapter provides a full introduction
to a key aspect of research methodology.
From starting out to generating, analyzing
and presenting data, this new edition covers
foundational concepts in social research
while keeping students on the pulse of topics like digital social research,
social surveys and big data. Packed with international examples from
across the social sciences, it shows how to interpret and work with data
generated from real-world research. It provides the tools to:

Zina O'Leary The Australia and New
Zealand School of Government

•
•
•
•

Design the right research question
Access, understand and use existing data
Effectively write up projects and assignments
Be confident in the A to Z of the research process.

Supported by an interactive website with videos, datasets, templates
and additional exercises, this book is ideal for any social science student
starting a methods course or project.
CONTENTS
Part I: Starting out / Philosophy, Politics and Values / Research and Theory / Ethics
and Social Research / Doing a Literature Review / Research Questions and Proposals /
Research Design / The Dissertation / Part II: Generating Data / Sampling / Questionnaires
and Interviews / Questions, Measurements and Structured Observation / Qualitative
Interviewing / Focus Groups / Doing Ethnography / Grounded Theory / Doing Historical and
Documentary Research / Combining Qualitative and Quantitative Methods / Digital Social
Research / Part III: Doing Analysis / Preparing Data for Statistical Analysis / Analysing
Single Variables / Bivariate Analysis / Causal Arguments and Multivariate Analysis /
Secondary Analysis / Content and Text Analysis / Finding Themes in Qualitative Data /
Visual Analysis / Discourse Analysis / Analysing Conversation / Narrative Analysis and
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis / Part IV: Writing, Presenting, Reflecting / Writing
a Research Report / Giving Oral Presentations / Research Quality
November 2017 • 664 pages
Cloth (9781473947153) • £100.00
Paper (9781473947160) • £34.99

The third edition of this book uses
multidisciplinary case studies, and examples
from the author’s own experience, to answer
students’ questions and support their progress as they move smoothly
through each stage. Projects are clearly set out with best practice
highlighted alongside pragmatic advice for tackling research in the real
world. With a new chapter on mixed methods approaches, more on
disseminating research, more on the practical and legal implications
of ethics and more international examples, the book is packed full of
learning features and tools to support the student’s journey.
CONTENTS
Taking the Leap into the Research World / Setting Up and Getting Started / Developing
Your Research Question / Undertaking Credible and Ethical Research / Crafting a
Research Proposal / Reviewing Literature / Designing a Research Plan / Understanding
Methodologies: Quantitative and Qualitative Approaches / Understanding Methodologies:
Mixed Approaches / Understanding Methodologies: Evaluative, Action-Oriented and
Emancipatory Strategies / Identifying and Selecting Samples, Informants and Cases /
Primary Data: Surveys, Interviews and Observation / Secondary Data: Existing Data,
Online Generated Data and Previous Studies / Analysing Quantitative Data / Analysing
Qualitative Data / The Challenge of Writing Up
March 2017 • 415 pages
Cloth (9781473952072) • £75.00
Paper (9781473952089) • £24.99

DESIGNING EXPERIMENTS
FOR THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
How to Plan, Create, and Execute Research
Using Experiments
Renita Coleman University of Texas at Austin

HOW TO DO YOUR
RESEARCH PROJECT

This is a core research design text for courses in experimental design
aimed at social scientists, focusing on the methodological and design
issues in planning an experiment.

A Guide for Students

October 2018 • 304 pages
Paper (9781506377322) • £80.00

Third Edition
Gary Thomas University of Birmingham
The third edition of this bestselling title
continues to lead the way as an essential guide
for anyone undertaking a research project in
the applied social sciences. Setting out a clear
and detailed road map, Gary Thomas guides the reader through the different
stages of a research project, explaining key steps and processes at each
level in refreshingly jargon-free terms. Packed with engaging anecdotal
evidence and practical advice and supported by an interactive website
featuring worksheets, videos, SAGE Journal articles and more, this new
edition is a user-friendly, one-stop-shop for guidance on research principles.
CONTENTS
Starting Points: Your Introduction / Preparing: Project Management, Ethics and Getting
Clearance / The Literature Review / Decide on Your Question - Again / Methodology Part
1: Deciding on an Approach / Methodology Part 2: The Design Frame / The Right Tools
for the Job: Data Gathering / How to Analyse and Discuss the Information You Gather /
Concluding and Writing Up

Doing a literature
review? New titles
- start on page 8

May 2017 • 360 pages
Cloth (9781473948860) • £70.00
Paper (9781473948877) • £23.99
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General Research Methods

RESEARCH METHODS,
STATISTICS, AND
APPLICATIONS
Second Edition
Kathrynn A. Adams and
Eva K. Lawrence, both at Guilford College
Research Methods, Statistics, And
Applications consistently integrates
methods and statistics, and engages
students by including brand new examples and practical applications.
April 2018 • 512 pages
Paper (9781506350455) • £83.00

MEASURES FOR
COMMUNITY AND
NEIGHBORHOOD
RESEARCH
Edited by Mary L. Ohmer Georgia State
University, Claudia Coulton Case Western
Reserve University, Darcy A. Freedman Case
Western University, Joanne L. Sobeck
Wayne State University and Jamie Booth
University of Pittsburgh
Measures for Community and Neighborhood Research is a reference
guide that compiles and organizes key measures for community research,
and also compiles the major measures of community practice and
assesses them for reliability and validity.
August 2018 • 320 pages
Paper (9781483358369) • £71.00

STUDENT STUDY GUIDE
WITH IBM® SPSS®
WORKBOOK FOR
RESEARCH METHODS,
STATISTICS, AND
APPLICATIONS
Second Edition
Kathrynn A. Adams and
Eva K. Lawrence, both at Guilford College
Written by Eva Lawrence and Kathrynn Adams, this study guide provides
instructions for performing statistical calculations in IBM ® SPSS ® along
with additional exercises to reinforce concepts in the text. It follows the
main text, chapter by chapter, for easy assigning and studying.

CONVERSATIONS
ABOUT GROUP
CONCEPT MAPPING
Applications, Examples,
and Enhancements
Mary Kane and Scott Rosas,
both at Concept Systems, Inc.
Conversations About Group Concept
Mapping takes a concise, practice-based
approach to concept mapping. After defining the method, demonstrating
how to design a project, and providing guidelines to analyse the results,
the book then dives into real research exemplars.

April 2018 • 368 pages
Paper (9781544318677) • £27.99

October 2017 • 312 pages
Paper (9781506329185) • £32.99

ADVENTURES IN
SOCIAL RESEARCH

CONSTRUCTING SOCIAL
RESEARCH

Data Analysis Using
IBM® SPSS® Statistics

The Unity and Diversity of Method

Tenth Edition
Earl Babbie Chapman University,
William E. Wagner, III California
State University, Channel Islands
and Jeanne Zaino Iona College
Provides a practical introduction to data conceptualization, measurement,
and association through active learning. Students get step-by-step
instruction on data analysis, using the latest version of SPSS and the
most current General Social Survey data.
June 2018 • 496 pages
Paper (9781506362779) • £66.00

Available as inspection copy for lecturers

Third Edition
Charles C. Ragin University of California,
Irvine and Lisa M. Amoroso
Dominican University
This innovative text shows what is common
across three major traditions: qualitative
research on commonalities, comparative research on diversity,
and quantitative research on relationships among variables. These
three strategies provide a solid foundation for the study of all social
phenomena, from the examination of the complexities of everyday life
to the investigation of the power of transnational processes.
June 2018 • 256 pages
Paper (9781483379302) • £43.99
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Literature / Systematic Review
See page 11 for student-friendly
approaches to statistics and
quantitative data analysis

SYSTEMATIC
APPROACHES
TO A SUCCESSFUL
LITERATURE REVIEW
Second Edition
Andrew Booth
Booth, Anthea Sutton and
Papaioannou, all at University
Diana Papaioannou
of Sheffield
The second edition of the technologically up-to-date and accessible
introductory guide to doing literature reviews in a systematic way.
2016 • 336 pages
Cloth (9781473912458) • £75.00
Paper (9781473912465) • £26.99

SEVEN STEPS TO A
COMPREHENSIVE
LITERATURE REVIEW

DOING A LITERATURE REVIEW

A Multimodal and
Cultural Approach

Releasing the Research Imagination
Second Edition

Anthony J. Onwuegbuzie Sam
Houston State University and
Rebecca Frels Lamar University

Chris Hart University of Chester
The ultimate guide to the ‘what’, ‘how’ and ‘why’ of literature reviewing,
the second edition of this classic text shows how the literature review
will unlock the full potential of one's research with:
• A thorough exploration of the literature review process from start
to finish
• Two brand new chapters explaining the different types of review and
evidence and evaluation
• Extended examples that show you how to apply key techniques
and procedures
• A new ‘core skills’ framework to help you turn your research experience
into employability
• A critical thinking focus that will help you construct convincing
arguments and improve your research decisions
In combining a critical, philosophical approach with an expertly selected
body of practical examples, the second edition of Chris Hart's landmark
text provides both the intellectual understanding and the technical skills
required to produce sophisticated, robust literature reviews of the very
highest standard.
CONTENTS
The Research Imagination / The Purpose of Literature Reviewing / Classifying and Reading
Research to Review / Different Types of Literature Review / Argumentation Analysis /
Evidence, Evaluation and Critical Realism / Understanding and Analysing the Ways Ideas
Are Organised / Mapping and Analysing Ideas / Writing the Review

SAGE STUDY SKILLS SERIES
January 2018 • 354 pages
Cloth (9781526419200) • £75.00
Paper (9781526419217) • £26.99
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With a special focus on mixed methods and
clear explanation of the CORE system and covering the ‘why’ as well
as the ‘how’, this book helps students to produce organized, ethical,
insightful and, of course, comprehensive literature reviews.
2016 • 440 pages
Cloth (9781446248911) • £79.00
Paper (9781446248928) • £27.99

DOING A
SYSTEMATIC REVIEW
A Student's Guide
Second Edition
Edited by Angela Boland, Gemma Cherry
and Rumona Dickson, all at
University of Liverpool
Structured around 10 key steps to complete
the systematic review process, the new
edition of the bestseller is the perfect guide to using the technique in
your own research project.
October 2017 • 304 pages
Cloth (9781473967007) • £85.00
Paper (9781473967014) • £28.99
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Literature / Systematic Review / Research Ethics

AN INTRODUCTION TO
SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS
Second Edition
Edited by David Gough, Sandy
Oliver and James Thomas, all
at University College London
Packed with examples from across the social
sciences, this book helps students and
researchers alike in turning systematic reviews
into recommendations for policy and practice.

ETHICS IN UNDERGRADUATE
RESEARCH
A Practical Guide for the
Student Scientist
Daniel P. Corts Augustana College and
Holly E. Tatum Randolph College
A practical guide to help student researchers
and their mentors answer ethical questions
and navigate issues of institutional policies
and academic freedom. It will help students
to identify, prevent, mitigate, and resolve ethical issues in research.

March 2017 • 352 pages
Cloth (9781473929425) • £85.00
Paper (9781473929432) • £28.99

September 2018
Paper (9781506350004) • £29.99

100 QUESTIONS (AND
ANSWERS) ABOUT
RESEARCH ETHICS

ETHICS IN SOCIAL
SCIENCE RESEARCH

Emily E. Anderson Loyola University
Chicago and Amy Corneli Duke
University School of Medicine

Maria K. E. Lahman University
of Northern Colorado

An essential guide for graduate students and
researchers in the social and behavioural
sciences, identifying and answering the
essential questions from assessing risks, to
protecting privacy and vulnerable populations.
SAGE 100 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Becoming Culturally Responsive

Provides a thorough grounding in research
ethics, along with examples of real-world
ethical dilemmas in working with vulnerable
populations. The text helps qualitative
research students to design ethically and
culturally responsive research with communities that may be very
different from their own.
February 2018 • 312 pages
Paper (9781506328614) • £32.99

February 2018 • 224 pages
Paper (9781506348704) • £18.99

Search more
than 1000 fulltext books,
reference works,
videos and
journal articles

Get help
with every
step of the
research
process

Research
methods
come alive
in hundreds
of streaming
videos

Available as inspection copy for lecturers

More than
1500 case
studies show
how methods
are used in
real world
contexts

Use teaching
datasets
to master
analytical
techniques

SAGE Research Methods supports
research at all levels by providing
material to guide users through every
step of the research process, from
a quick dictionary definition, a case
study example from a researcher in
the field, a downloadable teaching
dataset, a full-text title from the
Quantitative Applications in the Social
Sciences series, or a video tutorial
showing research in action.

sageresearchmethods.com
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Discovering Statistics with Andy Field

DISCOVERING STATISTICS USING IBM
SPSS STATISTICS
Fifth Edition
Andy Field University of Sussex
With an exciting new look, new characters to meet, and its unique combination of
humour and step-by-step instruction, this award-winning book is the statistics lifesaver
for everyone. From initial theory through to regression, factor analysis and multilevel
modelling, Andy Field animates statistics and SPSS software with his famously bizarre
examples and activities. What’s brand new:
• A radical new design with original illustrations and even more colour
• A maths diagnostic tool to help students establish what areas they need to revise
and improve on
• A revamped digital resource that uses video, case studies, datasets and more to
help students negotiate project work, master data management techniques, and
apply key writing and employability skills
• New sections on replication, open science and Bayesian thinking
• Now fully up to date with IBM SPSS Statistics© Version 24
CONTENTS
Why Is My Evil Lecturer Forcing Me to Learn Statistics? / The Spine of Statistics / The Phoenix of Statistics
/ The IBM SPSS Statistics Environment / Exploring Data with Graphs / The Beast of Bias / Non-parametric
Models / Correlation / The Linear Model (Regression) / Comparing Two Means / Moderation, Mediation and
Multicategory Predictors / GLM 1: Comparing Several Independent Means / GLM 2: Comparing Means Adjusted
for Other Predictors (Analysis of Covariance) / GLM 3: Factorial Designs / GLM 4: Repeated-measures Designs / GLM
5: Mixed Designs / Multivariate Analysis of Variance (Manova) / Exploratory Factor Analysis / Categorical Outcomes:
Chi-square and Loglinear Analysis / Categorical Outcomes: Logistic Regression / Multilevel Linear Models / Epilogue
November 2017 • 1104 pages
Cloth (9781526419514) • £120.00
Paper (9781526419521) • £47.99

AN ADVENTURE
IN STATISTICS

DISCOVERING STATISTICS
USING R

The Reality Enigma

Andy Field and Zoë Field, both at
University of Sussex, and Jeremy Miles
RAND Corporation

Andy Field University of Sussex
Will Zach find the missing love of his life and
save the world? Statistically speaking the
odds don’t look good. Once again, bestselling
author and award-winning teacher Andy Field
hasn't just broken the traditional textbook
mould with his new novel/textbook, he has
forged the only statistics book on the market with a terrifying probability
bridge, zombies and a talking cat! His unique approach introduces
students across the social sciences to the importance and relevance
of statistics in a stunningly illustrated format and style that overcomes
traditional anxiety for the subject and dullness of typical offerings.

The R version of Andy Field's hugely popular
Discovering Statistics Using SPSS takes
students on a journey of statistical discovery
using the freeware R, a free, flexible and
dynamically changing software tool for
data analysis that is becoming increasingly
popular across the social and behavioural sciences.
2012 • 992 pages
Cloth (9781446200452) • £131.00
Paper (9781446200469) • £55.00

CONTENTS
Prologue: The Dying Stars / Why You Need Science: The Beginning and The End /
Reporting Research, Variables and Measurement: Breaking the Law / Summarizing
Data: She Loves Me Not? / Fitting Models (Central Tendency): Somewhere In The Middle
/ Presenting Data: Aggressive Perfector / Z-Scores: The wolf is loose / Probability: The
Bridge of Death / Inferential Statistics: Going Beyond the Data / Robust Estimation: Man
Without Faith or Trust / Hypothesis Testing: In Reality All is Void / Modern Approaches to
Theory Testing: A Careworn Heart / Assumptions: Starblind / Relationships: A Stranger's
Grave / The General Linear Model: Red Fire Coming Out From His Gills / Comparing Two
Means: Rock or Bust / Comparing Several Means: Faith in Others / Factorial Designs /
Epilogue: The Genial Night: SI Momentum Requiris, Circumspice
2016 • 768 pages
Cloth (9781446210444) • £90.00
Paper (9781446210451) • £32.99
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Quantitative Methods & Statistics

STATISTICS FOR RESEARCH

MASTERING STATISTICS

With a Guide to IBM SPSS Statistics

Elizabeth Page-Gould
University of Toronto

Fourth Edition
George Argyrous University of New South Wales
Whether reviewing secondary data or collecting primary data, this book
is the resource to support students on their statistics journey. Focused
on providing these personalized, student-friendly learning opportunities,
this new edition features a completely new set of interactive digital
resources, including:
• A formulae glossary
• Datasets
• A how-to rolodex of common graphs, charts, and tables
• Screencasts and author videos for additional SPSS support
Supported by more information on data visualization, reliability, and
causation, this book provides everything students need to understand,
analyse, interpret, and communicate statistics effectively using IBM
SPSS Statistics©.
CONTENTS
Part I: An Introduction to Statistical Analysis / Variables and Their Measurement / Part
II: Descriptive Statistics: Graphs and Tables / Part III: Descriptive Statistics: Numerical
Measures / Part IV: Inferential Statistics: Tests for a Mean / Part V: Inferential Statistics:
Tests for Frequency Distributions / Part VI: Inferential Statistics: Other Tests of Significance
/ Part VII: Advanced Topics
December 2018 • 608 pages
Cloth (9781473994218) • £110.00
Paper (9781473994225) • £35.99

A STUDENT’S GUIDE TO
BAYESIAN STATISTICS
Ben Lambert University of Oxford
Supported by a wealth of interactive in-text
learning features, exercises, and visual
elements as well as online video tutorials,
links, and example codes, this book is
the first student-focused introduction to
Bayesian statistics. Through a structure that
introduces and builds upon key concepts in
a gradual way and which slowly acclimatises
students to using R, Stan, and JAGS software, the book covers:
•
•
•
•
•

Provides readers with the statistical tools
to test almost any hypothesis and research
question. By teaching complex analyses in
simple, straightforward language, and with
an emphasis on statistical flexibility, this book
enables readers to:
• Choose and apply the best statistical
approach for their research design
• Get a buffet-style introduction to the major
advanced statistical techniques
• Work with a clear set of best practices for statistical analysis in the
social sciences
• Understand the relationship between statistics and statistical inference
• Get to grips with the advent of big datasets
• Avoid common errors and pitfalls in the research design phase
• Communicate the results of analysis effectively and with impact
• Learn statistics as a journey in testing a hypothesis and exploring
empirical data.
CONTENTS
The General Linear Model / Multilevel Modeling / Multivariate Models / Non-Gaussian
Statistics / Bayesian Hypothesis Testing / Process Models / Structural Equation Models
/ Cluster Analysis / Factor Analysis / Time-based Analyses / Exploratory Data Analysis /
Reporting and Visualizing Results
October 2018 • 464 pages
Cloth (9781446298640) • £90.00
Paper (9781446298657) • £32.99

Connect with us...
Follow us for the latest info and free content
from our books and journals, news on our
authors and editors and conferences we’re
attending, and general items of interest.

An introduction to Bayesian inference and probability
How to understand the Bayesian formula
The nuts and bolts of Bayesian analytic methods
Computational Bayes and real-world Bayesian analysis
Regression analysis and hierarchical methods.

CONTENTS
How to Best Use This Book / Part I: An Introduction to Bayesian Inference / The Subjective
Worlds of Frequentist and Bayesian Statistics / Probability - the Nuts and Bolts of Bayesian
Inference / Part II: Understanding the Bayesian Formula / Likelihoods / Priors / The Devil’s
in the Denominator / The Posterior - the Goal of Bayesian Inference / Part III: Analytic
Bayesian Methods / An Introduction to Distributions for the Mathematically-un-inclined
/ Conjugate Priors and Their Place in Bayesian Analysis / Evaluation of Model Fit and
Hypothesis Testing / Making Bayesian Analysis Objective? / Part IV: A Practical Guide to
Doing Real Life Bayesian Analysis: Computational Bayes / Leaving Conjugates Behind:
Markov Chain Monte Carlo / Random Walk Metropolis / Gibbs Sampling / Hamiltonian
Monte Carlo / Stan / Part V: Hierarchical Models and Regression / Hierarchical Models /
Linear Regression Models / Generalised Linear Models and Other Animals
February 2018 • 560 pages
Cloth (9781473916357) • £90.00
Paper (9781473916364) • £32.99

@SAGE_Methods
Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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DATA ANALYSIS FOR
THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

STATISTICS WITH R
A Beginner's Guide
Robert Stinerock Universidade
Nova de Lisboa

Integrating Theory and Practice
Douglas Bors University of
Toronto at Scarborough

This dynamic, student-focused textbook
provides step-by-step instruction in the use
of R and of statistical language as a general
research tool.

Packed with global, interdisciplinar y
examples that ground statistical theory
and concepts in real-world situations, this
book shows students not only how to apply
newfound knowledge using IBM SPSS
Statistics©, but also why they would want to.
With a well-paced and well-judged integrated approach rather than a
simple linear trajectory, the book progresses at a realistic speed that
matches the pace at which statistics novices actually learn.
Spanning statistics basics like variables, constants, and sampling
through to t-tests, multiple regression and factor analysis, it builds
statistical literacy while also covering key research principles like
research questions, error types and results reliability.
CONTENTS
Part I: The Foundations / Descriptive Statistics / Probability / Part II: Basic Research
Designs / Categorical Data and Hypothesis testing / Testing for a Difference: Two
Conditions / Observational Studies: Two Categorical Variables / Observational Studies:
Two Measurement Variables / Testing for a Difference: Multiple Between-Subject
Conditions (ANOVA) / Testing for a Difference: Multiple Related-Samples / Testing
for Specific Differences: Planned and Unplanned Tests / Part III: Analyzing Complex
Designs / Testing for Differences: ANOVA and Factorial Designs / Multiple Regression
/ Factor analysis
January 2018 • 656 pages
Cloth (9781446298473) • £100.00
Paper (9781446298480) • £34.99

• Complete an introductory course in
statistics, and prepare for more advanced
statistical courses
• Learn the technical skills needed to present data visually
• Acquire a basic competence in the use of R
The book provides readers with the conceptual foundation to use applied
statistical methods in everyday research.
CONTENTS
Introduction and R Instructions / Descriptive Statistics: Tabular and Graphical Methods
/ Descriptive Statistics: Numerical Methods / Introduction to Probability / Discrete
Probability Distributions / Continuous Probability Distributions / Point Estimation and
Sampling Distributions / Confidence Interval Estimation / Hypothesis Tests: Introduction,
Basic Concepts, and an Example / Hypothesis Tests About u and p: Applications /
Comparisons of Means and Proportions / Simple Linear Regression / Multiple Regression
January 2018 • 384 pages
Cloth (9781473924895) • £100.00
Paper (9781473924901) • £34.99

STATISTICS FOR THE
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
Third Edition
(International Student Edition)

STATISTICAL METHODS
FOR THE SOCIAL AND
BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCES

Gregory J. Privitera
St. Bonaventure University
Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences
combines an engaging style with solid
pedagogical elements and carefully
developed problems and exercises.

A Model-Based Approach
David B. Flora York University

July 2017 • 816 pages
Paper (9781506389882) • £110.00

Flora provides a comprehensive survey of the
major statistical procedures, along with an
innovative model-based approach, teaching
researchers how to understand and choose
the best model to fit their data.

STUDENT STUDY GUIDE
WITH IBM® SPSS®
WORKBOOK FOR
STATISTICS FOR THE
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

December 2017 • 472 pages
Cloth (9781446269824) • £95.00
Paper (9781446269831) • £39.99

Our latest mixed
methods titles
start on page 18

Third Edition
(International Student Edition)
Gregory J. Privitera
St. Bonaventure University
Using a conversational tone, the author speaks to the reader as
a researcher when covering statistical theory, computation, and
application, giving them the confidence to use statistics to summarize
data and make decisions about behaviour.
September 2017 • 240 pages
Paper (9781544305998) • £29.99
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AN INTRODUCTION
TO SECONDARY DATA
ANALYSIS WITH IBM
SPSS STATISTICS
John MacInnes University of Edinburgh
John MacInnes takes the fear out of
statistics for students, and helps to
raise the standards of their quantitative
methods skills, by clearly and accessibly introducing all that’s
needed to know about using secondary data and working with
IBM SPSS Statistics©.

ESSENTIAL STATISTICS FOR
THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
Second Edition
(International Student Edition)
Gregory J. Privitera
St. Bonaventure University
Privitera exposes students to statistical applications in current research,
tests their knowledge using current research examples, provides them
with step-by-step instructions for using SPSS, and engages students by
showing them how statistics is important for their generation.
April 2018 • 656 pages
Paper (9781544328010) • £74.00

December 2016 • 336 pages
Cloth (9781446285763) • £85.00
Paper (9781446285770) • £28.99

A CRASH COURSE
IN STATISTICS
Ryan J. Winter Florida
International University
A Crash Course in Statistics is a short
introduction to key statistical methods
including descriptive statistics, one-way
and two-way ANOVA, the t-test, and Chi
Square. Each of the five chapters provides
an overview of each method, and then walks
readers through a relevant example, using
SPSS to highlight how to run the statistics and how to write up the
results in APA style.
February 2018 • 96 pages
Paper (9781544307046) • £23.99

FUNDAMENTAL STATISTICS FOR THE
SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
Second Edition
Howard T. Tokunaga San Jose State University
This book is designed not to just teach students how to calculate
statistics, but also how to interpret the results of statistical analyses
in light of a research hypothesis, and to communicate the results and
interpretations to a broader audience.
October 2018 • 784 pages
Paper (9781506377483) • £80.00

UNDERSTANDING
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
AND MODELING
Robert Bruhl University of Illinois at Chicago

ESSENTIALS OF SOCIAL
STATISTICS FOR A
DIVERSE SOCIETY
Third Edition
(International Student Edition)
Anna Leon-Guerrero Pacific Lutheran
University and Chava Frankfort-Nachmias
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
Essentials of Social Statistics for a
Diverse Society illustrates the context of diversity through the use of
real data in examples from contemporary social issues. The book is
illustrated and includes fascinating examples and exercises, along with
a focus on student learning.
November 2017 • 456 pages
Paper (9781506390956) • £87.00

Available as inspection copy for lecturers

Understanding Statistical Analysis and
Modeling presents a series of discussions
regarding the logic underlying the application
and interpretation of statistical techniques,
with a focus on the application of statistical
analysis to different types of human behaviour. It includes a significant
discussion of probability theory, and uses this to describe the logic
behind each of the techniques of statistical inference that it covers.
February 2018 • 456 pages
Paper (9781506317410) • £61.00

See our
Research Methods
bestsellers
on page 22
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Quantitative Methods & Statistics / Data Visualization

PRINCIPLES & METHODS
OF STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS

APPLIED MULTIVARIATE
RESEARCH

Jerome Frieman, Donald A. Saucier
Kansas State University and
Stuart S. Miller Kansas State
University (Student)

Third Edition

Design and Interpretation

Using real research on antisocial behaviours
such as cyberbullying, prejudice and
discrimination, this text helps readers
across the social sciences to understand the underlying theory behind
statistical methods.
March 2017 • 528 pages
Cloth (9781483358598) • £68.00

Lawrence S. Meyers California State
University, Sacramento, Glenn Gamst
University of La Verne and A.J. Guarino
Massachusetts General Hospital
Institute of Health
Provides full coverage of the wide
range of multivariate topics that graduate students across the
social and behavioural sciences encounter, using a conceptual,
non-mathematical approach.
2016 • 1016 pages
Cloth (9781506329765) • £119.00

INTRODUCTION TO POWER
ANALYSIS

PROPENSITY SCORE METHODS
AND APPLICATIONS

Two-Group Studies
E. C. Hedberg NORC at the
University of Chicago

Haiyan Bai and M. H. Clark, both at University of Central Florida

Introduction to Power Analysis provides
readers with the background, examples,
and explanation they need to read technical
papers and materials that include complex
power analyses. This clear and accessible
guide explains the components of test statistics and their sampling
distributions, and author Eric Hedberg walks the reader through the
simple and complex considerations of this research question.

This book provides a concise, introductory text on propensity score
methods that is easy to comprehend for those who have a limited
background in statistics, and is practical enough for researchers to
quickly generalize and apply the methods. It also covers basic concepts,
assumptions, procedures, available software packages, and step-bystep examples for implementing PSM using real world data.
QUANTITATIVE APPLICATIONS IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
December 2018 • 144 pages
Paper (9781506378053) • £17.99

QUANTITATIVE APPLICATIONS IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
February 2018 • 152 pages
Paper (9781506343129) • £14.99

DATA VISUALISATION
APPLIED CONDITIONAL LOGIT, NESTED
LOGIT, AND MIXED LOGIT MODELS
Ingrid Mauerer and Paul W. Thurner, both at LMU Munich
This book provides an introduction to the following three advanced
statistical techniques for the analysis of individual choice behaviour
in the social sciences: conditional logit, nested logit, and mixed logit
models. Researchers doing work on individual choice behavior in political
science, sociology, education (e.g. college choice), applied psychology,
marketing research, communication studies, and public policy will find
this volume particularly invaluable.
QUANTITATIVE APPLICATIONS IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
December 2018 • 152 pages
Paper (9781506388885) • £17.99
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A Handbook for Data
Driven Design
Andy Kirk Freelance data
visualisation specialist and trainer
'Andy Kirk has managed to squeeze a lifetime
of expertise on visualising data and telling
stories using interactives into one easyto-follow and beautifully illustrated book.
For students and designers interested in
creating interactive and stunningly crafted
data visualisations, this is a must read.'
- Tom Felle, City University London
2016 • 368 pages
Cloth (9781473912137) • £90.00
Paper (9781473912144) • £31.99

+44 (0)20 7324 8700
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Data Visualization / Social Network Analysis

ANALYZING
SOCIAL NETWORKS

EFFECTIVE DATA
VISUALIZATION

Second Edition

The Right Chart for the
Right Data
Stephanie D. H. Evergreen Evergreen
Data and Evaluation, LLC
An easy-to-implement guide that readers
can use to quickly determine the best chart
type to use, and the best way to format the
chart to make their research more useful. This
book includes familiar and new graph types, all of which can be made
easily, primarily in Excel.
2016 • 264 pages
Paper (9781506303055) • £39.99

SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS
Third Edition
David Knoke University of Minnesota, Twin Cities and Song Yang
University of Arkansas
This primer covers basic network concepts, data collection, and network
analytical methodology and succinctly illustrates the concepts and
methods related to substantive social network research problems.

Stephen P Borgatti University of
Kentucky, Martin G Everett
Manchester University and
Jeffrey C Johnson University of Florida
Walking beginners through core aspects
of collecting, visualizing, analyzing, and
interpreting social network data, this book
gets them up to speed on the theory and skills needed to conduct social
network analysis. Using simple language and equations, the authors
provide expert, clear insight into every step of the research process including basic maths principles - without making assumptions about
what readers know. With a particular focus on NetDraw and UNICET,
the book introduces relevant software tools in an easy to follow way.
In addition to the fundamentals of network analysis and the research
process, this edition focuses on:
•
•
•
•
•

Digital data and social networks
Statistical models to use in SNA, like QAP and ERGM
The structure and centrality of networks
Networks through time and change
Egonets and cohesive subgroups.

CONTENTS
Mathematical Foundations / Research Design / Data Collection / Data Management /
Multivariate Techniques Used in Network Analysis / Visualization / Testing Hypotheses /
Characterizing Whole Networks / Centrality / Subgroups / Equivalence / Analyzing TwoMode Data / Large Networks / Ego Networks

QUANTITATIVE APPLICATIONS IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

January 2018 • 384 pages
Cloth (9781526404091) • £85.00
Paper (9781526404107) • £29.99

Many of our textbooks are supported by online resources to help
lecturers plan and deliver engaging seminars and lectures, and to
help students to explore topics further and check their progress.

9:45 AM

Extra Teaching
& Study Tools

100%

October 2018 • 152 pages
Paper (9781506389318) • £17.99

Wherever you see the online resources or SAGE edge icons, you and
your students can access further resources.
iPad

These tools typically include:
Resources for Lecturers
• PowerPoint slides
• Instructors manual
• Teaching notes
• Ideas for essay topics
• Handouts

Resources for Students
• Study notes
• Self test questions
• Case studies and data sets
• Videos and podcasts
• Glossaries
• Access to articles from leading SAGE journals

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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Online Digital Research

DOING DIGITAL METHODS
Richard Rogers University of Amsterdam
This is the essential guide to the state of the art in researching the natively digital. It teaches
the concrete methods to use digital devices, search engines and social media platforms to
study some of the most urgent social issues of our time. With step-by-step explanation of
context and techniques and a rich set of case studies, Richard Rogers teaches you how to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Build a URL list to discover internet censorship
Transform Google into a research machine to detect source bias
Make Twitter API outputs comprehensible and tell stories
Research Instagram to locate ‘hashtag publics’
Extract and fruitfully analyse Facebook posts, images and video
And much, much more

Designed with a suite of video tutorials and online tools, this is the guide to doing digital
methods you have been waiting for.
CONTENTS

sample cover

Philosophies of Doing Digital Methods / Starting with Query Design / Hyperlink Analysis: Using the Issuecrawler
/ Url Fetching: Researching Internet Censorship / Website History: Creating Screencast Documentaries with the
Internet Archive / Search as Research: Repurposing Google / Cross-cultural Comparisons: Counter-intuitive
Wikipedia Research Affordances / Platform Analysis: Using Twitter as Story-telling Machine / Meme Tracking:
Finding and Visualizing Most-engaged-with Content on Facebook / Cross-platform Analysis: Comparing Co-linked,
Inter-liked and Cross-hashtagged Objects
December 2018 • 280 pages
Cloth (9781526444714) • £90.00
Paper (9781526444721) • £31.99

Richard

60 SECONDS WITH RICHARD ROGERS...
What can readers look forward to in this
book?
Doing Digital Methods provides a critical outlook for undertaking
research with digital media. It begins with the study of the natively
digital, or the data, objects, devices, engines and platforms written
for and outputted by online media. The book puts forward concrete
methods for working with and repurposing online devices, search engines
and social media platforms. It puts these methods into practice through
a series of step-by-step research protocols with online tools as well as
exemplary case studies that use the tools.

approach in the tradition of
learning from traces and
following the medium.

What should be
at the top of the
digital methods
research agenda?

The book puts forward a methodological imagination for approaching digital
media as relatively novel objects of study with research affordances that may
be productive. How do the outputs of engines and platforms lend themselves
to social and cultural research?

The research agenda
includes the ethical
use of social media
data, the observability
of algorithms and the
continued availability
to researchers of online
data that is increasingly removed
or deleted from view.

What top tip would you give those new to
digital methods?

What’s been the proudest moment of your
career to date?

It’s not that technical. Another starting point is that research is not
methods-driven, but begins with interesting questions that are urgent
or at least timely. Methods and tools come second. Moreover, software
outputs such as maps and graphs are less the conclusion than part of the
overall story-telling.

Seeing my former students thrive as researchers.

What’s the main thing you hope readers/students
will learn from your book?

How do you define the importance of digital
methods in social research?

What are you working on next?
I’m working on developing critical analytics as alternatives to the
vanity metrics widely used in social media. As more people move
their work on social causes and issues to social media, we should
be developing more critical metrics than ‘influencer’ and other such
scores that primarily serve marketing.

Digital methods seek to learn from the methods of online media, in order to
repurpose them for social research. As such it could be said to be a specific
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DIGITAL SOCIAL RESEARCH
Theory and Method
Alphia Possamai-Inesedy and Alan Nixon,
both at Western Sydney University
This straightforward, student-focused book is the perfect companion
to any student conducting online research. Through a carefully curated
introduction to digital social research literature, the book reviews and
compares different debates and gives students the opportunity to
engage with a broad range of resources and ideas. Focused on helping
students understand as well as do digital research, the authors set out
the theoretical perspectives of each step of the research process and
link them directly to research design. It covers:
• The relationship between offline and online identities
• Practical ethical concerns like sampling, confidentiality, and storing
personal data
• Limitations and potentials of key digital methods
• Digital data properties like persistence, searchability, and replicability
• Collecting, interpreting and using online data
Built around tools, techniques, and real-world examples that showcase
the kinds of questions students need to ask, this book gives students
the lenses to examine the social world through digital media.
CONTENTS
Part I: Digitized Methods and Issues / Introduction: Re-crafting Social Research / The
Ethics of Researching the Social Online / Methods--From Offline to Online Environments
/ Part II: Research in the Digital Era / The Social Online: Speed and Distinction / What is
the Extent of Real and Internet World Connections? / Multiple Identities, The Egocentric
Network and questions of representation / The Stickiness of data: Persistence,
Searchability and Replicability / Part III: Potentials and Innovation / The Democratization
of knowledge production? / Researching Online--Rich Qualitative Data / Digital Social
Research Methods: Under Construction
December 2018 • 240 pages
Cloth (9781473948990) • £85.00
Paper (9781473949003) • £27.99

STUDYING DIGITAL PUBLIC SPACES
Research Methods for the Social Sciences
Laura Robinson Santa Clara University and
Gabe Ignatow University of North Texas
Studying Digital Public Spaces is a concise and accessible digital
research methods textbook which examines digital methods vis-a-vis the
digital public sphere and online political communities. The text focuses
on methods that are accessible for undergraduate and graduate students
who are interested in investigating online communities whose members
discuss social and political issues.
October 2018 • 232 pages
Paper (9781506391694) • £35.99

SAGE Knowledge is the ultimate social sciences digital library for
students, researchers, and faculty. Hosting over 5,000 titles, it
includes an expansive range of SAGE eBook and eReference content,
including scholarly monographs, reference works, handbooks, series,
professional development titles, as well as business cases studies
and streaming video.

Key Features and Benefits
• A unified platform connecting related book, reference, video and case study content
across the disciplines

•
•
•
•

Visually enhanced display for all mobile phones and tablets
Multiple citation options
MARC Records and COUNTER reports
Unlimited simultaneous usage of content

Available as inspection copy for lecturers

sk.sagepub.com
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Survey Research / Mixed Methods

DESIGNING QUALITY SURVEY QUESTIONS
Sheila B. Robinson Greece Central School District and
Kimberly Firth Leonard Oregon Community Foundation
Designing Quality Survey Questions provides specific advice on
question wording and addresses challenges such as demographic
language preferences, engaging question design and factors that
influence survey responses. The book includes numerous examples of
questions to illustrate each identified principle of question construction.
August 2018 • 224 pages
Paper (9781506330549) • £31.99

100 QUESTIONS (AND ANSWERS)
ABOUT SURVEY RESEARCH
Erin E. Ruel Georgia State University
This book explains basic principles about survey research, such as
what surveys are, which types are available and what is involved in
producing high quality surveys. It introduces the most important topics
in survey methodology designed to help users make the most of their
survey projects.
SAGE 100 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
November 2018 • 200 pages
Paper (9781506348827) • £18.99

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
SURVEY METHODOLOGY

DOING MIXED
METHODS RESEARCH

Edited by Christof Wolf GESIS
- Leibniz Institute for the Social
Sciences, Dominique Joye University
of Lausanne, Tom W Smith NORC
at the University of Chicago and
Yang-chih Fu Academia Sinica

A Guide for the Social Sciences
Ralph Hall University of New South Wales

With a particular focus on the complexities of
cross-national, comparative survey research,
explored by a team of international experts at
local and national levels, this exciting new handbook provides readers
with a cutting-edge resource.

From why and when mixed methods is
appropriate, to how to use qualitative and
quantitative methods in tandem, this book
provides a straightforward, student-focused
introduction to doing mixed methods
research.
Packed with tables, figures, and boxes that distill key concepts into
retainable visuals, this book is the perfect companion to support students
on their mixed methods projects.

2016 • 740 pages
Cloth (9781446282663) • £125.00

CONTENTS
Part I: The Principles of Mixed Methods Research / The Nature of Social Research and the
Emergence of Mixed Methods / Understanding the Research Process / Defining Research
Methodologies and Paradigms for Mixed Methods / Part II: Planning Social Research
/ Defining the Research Problem / Understanding Research Methods / Combining
Research Methods in Mixed Methods Designs / Part III: Conducting Social Research /
Choosing a Data Collection Instrument / Data Collection Procedures / Part IV: Organizing
and Analyzing Research Data / Introducing Quantitative Data Analysis / Introducing
Qualitative Data Analysis / Mixed Methods Data Analysis / Part V: Reporting, Presenting
and Implementing Research Findings / Interpreting Research Findings / Communicating
Research Findings / Turning Research Results into Practice

INTEGRATING ANALYSES
IN MIXED METHODS
RESEARCH
Patricia Bazeley Research
Support Pty Limited

December 2018 • 340 pages
Cloth (9781446282014) • £85.00
Paper (9781446282021) • £29.99

This book goes beyond mixed methods
research design and data collection to
provide a pragmatic discussion of the
challenges of effectively integrating data
to encourage a more comprehensive and
rigorous level of analysis.

AN INTRODUCTION TO
FULLY INTEGRATED
MIXED METHODS
RESEARCH

October 2017 • 344 pages
Cloth (9781412961851) • £85.00
Paper (9781412961868) • £28.99

Elizabeth G. Creamer Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University, Blacksburg
Creamer's practical and original approach
enables students and researchers to feel
confident when designing their own fully
integrated mixed methods studies to answer their research questions.
March 2017 • 296 pages
Paper (9781483350936) • £55.00
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INNOVATION IN MIXED
METHODS RESEARCH
A Practical Guide to Integrative
Thinking with Complexity
Cheryl N. Poth University
of Alberta, Canada
Explaining both why and how to use mixed
methods for discovering solutions to complex
research problems, this book gives readers
the tools to adapt approaches to suit their
own research conditions. Written in a warm, encouraging tone and
packed with helpful diagrams and visual organizers, it provides an easyto-follow map to the mixed methods process, covering everything from
‘what is mixed methods research?’ to framing, integrating, and describing
a complexity-sensitive mixed methods approach.
Features include:
•
•
•
•

Key questions to navigate the important concepts of each chapter
Practice alerts to provide practical tips on working in the field
Chapter check-ins to assess development of key skills
Further reading to expand and deepen knowledge of mixed
methods practices
• An annotated glossary to get to grips with foundational terms and
revise for exams
Supported throughout by real-world examples and advice from the author
and other mixed methods experts, this book helps readers succeed in
their projects and think innovatively about the methods they use.
CONTENTS
Part I: Essential Foundations / Boosting Innovation in Mixed Methods Research /
Transforming Mixed Methods Research Practice Under Conditions of Complexity / Defining
a Complexity-Sensitive Mixed Methods Research Approach / Part II: Guiding Practices /
Diagnosing Complexity of Mixed Methods Research Conditions / Framing Complex Mixed
Methods Research Problems / Developing Integrative Mixed Methods Research Interactions
/ Positioning Interrelated Mixed Methods Research Systems / Describing Agile Mixed
Methods Research Integrations / Generating Valid Mixed Methods Research Insights / Part
III: Innovative Outcomes / Realizing Authenticity and Quality in Complexity-Sensitive Mixed
Methods Research / Embodying a Complexity-Sensitive Mixed Methods Research Approach
October 2018 • 280 pages
Cloth (9781473906686) • £85.00
Paper (9781473906693) • £28.99

AN INTRODUCTION TO
DATA ANALYSIS
Quantitative, Qualitative and
Mixed Methods
Tiffany Bergin New York
Criminal Justice Agency
Covering the general process of data
analysis to finding, collecting, organizing, and
presenting data, this book offers a complete
introduction to the fundamentals of data
analysis. Using real-world case studies as illustrations, it helps readers
understand theories behind and develop techniques for conducting
quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methods data analysis. With an
easy-to-follow organization and clear, jargon-free language, it helps
readers not only become proficient data analysts, but also develop the
critical thinking skills necessary to assess analyses presented by others
in both academic research and the popular media. It includes advice on:
• Data analysis frameworks
• Validity and credibility of data
• Sampling techniques
• Data management
• The big data phenomenon
• Data visualisation
• Effective data communication
Whether you are new to data analysis or looking for a quick-reference
guide to key principles of the process, this book will help you uncover
nuances, complexities, patterns, and relationships among all types
of data.
CONTENTS
Introducing Data / Thinking like a Data Analyst / Finding, Collecting, and Organizing
Data / Introducing Quantitative Data Analysis / Applying Quantitative Data Analysis:
Correlations, T-tests, and Chi-square Tests / Introducing Qualitative Data Analysis /
Applying Qualitative Data Analysis / Introducing Mixed Methods: How to Synthesize
Quantitative and Qualitative Data Analysis Techniques / Communicating Findings and
Visualizing Data / Becoming a Data Analyst
October 2018 • 328 pages
Cloth (9781446295144) • £85.00
Paper (9781446295151) • £28.99

Much more on Research
Methods, Statistics &
Evaluation online
Visit our new discipline page where we’ll be
sharing free hints, tips, and resources from our
authors and editors, providing news on and free
content from our books, and highlighting the
latest research from our journals.

sagepub.co.uk/research-methods-statistics-evaluation
Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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EVALUATION

FACILITATING EVALUATION

A Systematic Approach

Principles in Practice

Eighth Edition (International
Student Edition)

Michael Quinn Patton UtilizationFocused Evaluation, Saint Paul, MN

Peter Henry Rossi, Mark W. Lipsey and
Gary T. Henry, all at Vanderbilt University

Michael Quinn Patton’s Facilitat ing
Evaluation is the first book of its kind to
explain in depth and detail how to facilitate
evaluation processes with stakeholders,
using the author’s own stories of his
experiences as an evaluation facilitator.

Evaluation is the bestselling comprehensive
introduction to the field of programme
eva l u a ti o n, c ove r i n g t h e r a n g e of
evaluation research activities used in
appraising the design, implementation, effectiveness and efficiency of
social programmes.

EVALUATION IN PRACTICE SERIES
January 2018 • 336 pages
Paper (9781506347615) • £25.99

December 2018 • 480 pages
Paper (9781506386607) • £72.00

EVALUATION RESEARCH
A Collaborative Approach to Program Evaluation
Edited by Ryan P. Kilmer and James R. Cook, both
at University of North Carolina at Charlotte
This text will help students “connect the dots” between the methods
or design and the work’s potential implications across diverse settings
and contexts. The book integrates detailed examples to illustrate each
topic, grounded in the experiences and real-world perspectives of
the contributors.

VALIDITY AND DECISION-MAKING
IN PROGRAM EVALUATION
Marc T. Braverman Oregon State University
Marc T. Braverman helps readers to understand key validity concepts
and apply them in the decision-making processes of evaluation planning,
resulting in stronger evaluations and a stronger evidence base that can
be utilized in making program-related decisions.
EVALUATION IN PRACTICE SERIES
December 2018 • 200 pages
Paper (9781506351599) • £21.99

December 2018 • 448 pages
Paper (9781506368009) • £63.00

UNDERSTANDING AND
EVALUATING RESEARCH

LEARNING FROM
EVALUATION "FAILURES"

A Critical Guide
Sue L. T. McGregor McGregor
Consulting Group

Lessons from Seasoned Evaluators
Edited by Kylie Hutchinson
Community Solutions, Vancouver
This practical book is a candid collection of stories in which seasoned
evaluators share professional mistakes they have made in the past, and
what they learned moving forward.
December 2018 • 200 pages
Paper (9781544320007) • £23.99

Understanding and Evaluating Research:
A Critical Guide shows students how to
be critical consumers of research and to
appreciate the power of methodology as
it shapes the research question, the use
of theory in the study, the methods used, and how the outcomes
are reported.
January 2018 • 600 pages
Paper (9781506350950) • £43.99

EVALUATION DESIGN FOR
PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT
Laura R. Peck Abt Associates
This book, considers variants of experimental evaluation designs,
including those that are not commonly used but could be with much
greater frequency. It also includes instructions for how to set up such
experiments within program processes to learn about the effects of
improvement efforts.
EVALUATION IN PRACTICE SERIES
December 2018 • 224 pages
Paper (9781506390055) • £25.99
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THE SAGE/SUSSEX UNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIP
We are listening to students
We understand the challenges lecturers face and
we recognize that as a publisher, we can play an
important role in cultivating student engagement
through the learning resources that we produce.
We are committed to creating textbooks your
students will enjoy and use with ease - we do this
through listening to and working with students
through various avenues.
One of these is the SAGE/Sussex University
partnership. In 2010 SAGE started a partnership
with Sussex University Library to develop a
better understanding of the research behaviour
of doctoral students. In 2013 the project was

Andre

Ollie

extended to include undergraduate students
with the aim of monitoring their learning and
information-seeking behaviour across the three
years of their study.
Through various activities the students have
provided us with insight into their experiences,
concerns, behaviour and attitudes, enabling us to
explore issues and themes which place students
at the heart of our textbook publishing.
These are the three Sussex University students
that we work with, now in Year 2:

Aly

Join us as we follow their journey through university:

blogs.sussex.ac.uk/sagestudents
https://twitter.com/SageStudents
@SageStudents

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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Bestsellers
THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH

THE CODING MANUAL
FOR QUALITATIVE
RESEARCHERS

Fifth Edition
Edited by Norman K. Denzin University
of Illinois and Yvonna S. Lincoln
Texas A&M University

Third Edition

The new Fif th Edition of The SAGE
Handbook of Qualitative Research
has been significantly revised, and draws
together a team of leading scholars to
present the latest in the theory and practice
of qualitative research.

Systematically introducing readers to over 30
coding techniques, this new edition is now
supported by a brand new website with links
to videos, examples of approaches in action
and downloadable transcripts with which to
practice, making this book indispensable for
all those doing qualitative research.

Johnny Saldana Arizona State University

January 2017 • 992 pages
Cloth (9781483349800) • £97.00

2015 • 368 pages
Cloth (9781473902480) • £89.00
Paper (9781473902497) • £28.99

CONSTRUCTING
GROUNDED THEORY

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
PRACTICE

Second Edition
Kathy Charmaz Sonoma State
University, Rohnert Park

A Guide for Social Science
Students and Researchers

Presenting readers with a reflective view
of Grounded Theory from a constructivist
perspective, this Second Edition continues
to expertly introduce key debates in the field.

Second Edition
Edited by Jane Ritchie National Centre
for Social Research, London,
Jane Lewis Colebrooke Centre
for Evidence and Implementation,
Carol McNaughton Nicholls
National Centre for Social Research,
London and Rachel Ormston
Scottish Centre for Social Research

INTRODUCING QUALITATIVE METHODS
SERIES
2014 • 416 pages
Cloth (9780857029133) • £93.00
Paper (9780857029140) • £30.99

A qualitative research book for the ‘doers’, this text provides really
practical coverage for those that are undertaking research in
real-world contexts.
2013 • 456 pages
Cloth (9781446209110) • £98.00
Paper (9781446209127) • £32.99
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VISUAL METHODOLOGIES
An Introduction to Researching
with Visual Materials
Fourth Edition

DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE
RESEARCH PROPOSALS
Third Edition

Gillian Rose Open University

Keith F Punch University
of Western Australia

A new edition of Gillian Rose's bestselling
guide to researching the visual. With over
28,000 copies sold worldwide, it is the go-to
book for students and researchers across the
social sciences and humanities.

With brand new chapters on ethics and
mixed methods, this indispensable guide
continues to provide readers with everything
they need to develop effective and successful
research proposals.

2016 • 456 pages
Cloth (9781473948891) • £95.00
Paper (9781473948907) • £34.99

THE SAGE HANDBOOK
OF SOCIAL MEDIA
RESEARCH METHODS
Edited by Luke Sloan Cardiff University
and Anabel Quan-Haase
Western University
With coverage of the entire research process
in social media, data collection and analysis
on specific platforms, and innovative
developments in the field, this handbook is
the ultimate resource for those looking to
tackle the challenges that come with doing
research in this sphere.
January 2017 • 728 pages
Cloth (9781473916326) • £120.00

2016 • 192 pages
Cloth (9781473916371) • £89.00
Paper (9781473916388) • £28.99

INTRODUCTION TO
SOCIAL RESEARCH
Quantitative and
Qualitative Approaches
Third Edition
Keith F Punch University
of Western Australia
With new chapters on ethics and internet
research, this bestselling text has been
updated to continue to provide students with
an invaluable and balanced introduction to
the research process.
2013 • 408 pages
Cloth (9781446240922) • £98.00
Paper (9781446240939) • £30.99

STATISTICS FOR PEOPLE
WHO (THINK THEY) HATE
STATISTICS
Sixth Edition
(International Student Edition)
Neil J. Salkind The University of Kansas

See the full listing of all our
Research Methods titles online
at sagepublishing.com

Help your students succeed in statistics with
this easy-to-understand and informative
bestseller that contains a free interactive
eBook to expand the learning experience,
and includes new demonstration videos
recorded with the author.
2016 • 552 pages
Paper (9781506361161) • £66.00

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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DESIGNING QUALITATIVE
RESEARCH

DOING INTERVIEWS

Second Edition

Svend Brinkmann Aalborg University
and Steinar Kvale University of Aarhus

Second Edition

Uwe Flick Free University of Berlin
This concise introduction to qualitative
research design will help you to think
through the questions you need to ask
when embarking on your research. Uwe
Flick discusses each stage of the process of
designing qualitative research, from turning
an idea into a research question, selecting a sample, choosing an
appropriate strategy, developing a conceptual framework and data
source and preparing for data collection and analysis.
CONTENTS
What Is Qualitative Research? / From an Idea to a Research Question / How to Design
Qualitative Research / Sampling, Selecting and Access / Resources and Stumbling Blocks /
Quality in Qualitative Research / Ethics in Qualitative Research / Verbal Data / Ethnography
and Visual Data / Analyzing Qualitative Data / Beyond Method: Grounded Theory,
Triangulation and Mixed Methods / Designing Qualitative Research: Some Conclusions

THE SAGE QUALITATIVE RESEARCH KIT

The authors introduce readers to the richness
and scope of interviewing in social science
research, teaching the craft of interview
research with practical, hands-on guidance.
Incorporating discussion of the wide variety
of methods in interview-based research and
the different approaches to reading the data,
this book will help you to navigate the broad field of qualitative research
with confidence, and to get out there and start collecting your data.
CONTENTS
Introduction to Interview Research / Epistemological Issues of Interviewing / Ethical
Issues of Interviewing / Planning an Interview Study / Conducting an Interview / Interview
Variations / Interview Quality / Transcribing Interviews / Analyzing Interviews / Validation
and Generalization of Interview Knowledge / Reporting Interview Knowledge / Enhancing
Interview Quality

THE SAGE QUALITATIVE RESEARCH KIT
September 2018 • 208 pages
Paper (9781473912953) • £24.99

September 2018 • 200 pages
Paper (9781473911987) • £24.99

DOING FOCUS GROUPS

DOING ETHNOGRAPHY

Second Edition

Amanda Coffey University of Cardiff

Rosaline Barbour Open University

Providing a systematic introduction to
ethnographic methods for data collection,
analysis and representation, the author takes
you through the art and the methodological
practicalities of ethnographic research,
covering research design, choosing and
accessing research settings and participants,
data collection, field roles, analysis and
writing. The book concludes with a bold
assessment of the challenges, innovations
and futures facing ethnography.

Focus groups are a popular method for
collecting qualitative data in the social
sciences. Doing Focus Groups provides
a concise, practical introduction to planning
and organizing successful focus groups.
Barbour discusses the advantages and
limitations of using group discussion
and demonstrates effective methods for
collecting and analyzing data. This is a perfect how-to introduction to
getting the most out of your focus group research.
CONTENTS

CONTENTS
Introduction: The Foundations of Ethnography / Ethnography and Research
Design / Sites, Cases and Participants / In the Field: Observation, Conversation
and Documentation / Field Roles and Relationships / Managing and Analyzing
Ethnographic Data / Representation and the Writing of Ethnography / The Future(S) of
Ethnography

THE SAGE QUALITATIVE RESEARCH KIT

Introducing Focus Groups / Focus Groups in Practice / Focus Groups in Context /
Research Design / Sampling / Generating Data / Ethics and Engagement / Making Sense
of Data / Getting the Most out of Focus Groups

THE SAGE QUALITATIVE RESEARCH KIT
September 2018 • 224 pages
Paper (9781473912441) • £24.99

September 2018 • 168 pages
Paper (9781473913332) • £24.99

Looking for
research methods
for business?
See page 34
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USING VISUAL DATA IN
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Second Edition

ANALYZING QUALITATIVE
DATA
Second Edition

Marcus Banks University of Oxford

Graham R Gibbs University
of Huddersfield

Helping students get started on the exciting
journey of using visual data in social research,
the book covers the many uses a researcher
can make of images, from creating images as
a part of the research process to collecting
and analyzing images from diverse sources.
Exploring the opportunities and arming readers with tools to overcome
some of the practical challenges, Using Visual Data in Qualitative
Research is a perfect guide to uncovering new and unexpected
dimensions of social life.

Tackling the challenges of how to make sense
of qualitative data, the text offers students
and researchers a hands-on guide to the
practicalities of coding, comparing data,
and using computer-assisted qualitative
data analysis. Lastly, Gibbs shows you how to bring it all together, so
you can see the steps of qualitative analysis, understand the central
place of coding, ensure analytic quality and write effectively to present
your results.

CONTENTS

The Nature of Qualitative Analysis / Data Preparation / Writing / Thematic Coding and
Categorizing / Analyzing Biographical Narrative and Discursive Elements / Comparative
Analysis / Analytic Quality and Ethics / Getting Started with Computer Assisted Qualitative
Data Analysis / Searching and Other Analytic Activities Using Software / Putting It
All Together

The Place of Visual Data in Social Research: A Brief History / Approaches to Studying the
Visual / Visual Methods and Field Research / Presenting Visual Research / Conclusion:
Images and Social Research

THE SAGE QUALITATIVE RESEARCH KIT
September 2018 • 192 pages
Cloth (9781473913189) • £75.00
Paper (9781473913196) • £24.99

CONTENTS

THE SAGE QUALITATIVE RESEARCH KIT
September 2018 • 232 pages
Paper (9781473915817) • £24.99

QUALITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS WITH NVIVO
Third Edition
Edited by Patricia Bazeley Research Support Pty Limited and
Kristi Jackson Queri, Inc., Colorado and University of Colorado

• Developing your literature review
• Coding and managing your data
• Working with complex data including social media datasets
• Producing effective data visualization
• Collaborating with others
Supported by online resources containing links to data, sample projects, supplementary
software instructions, and SAGE journal content this best-selling textbook is an ideal mix of
practical instruction, insightful strategy and invaluable advice.
CONTENTS
Where to Begin / The Structural Features of a Database / Foundations in Coding / Advancing Coding / Cases and
Classification Systems / Surveys and Mixed Methods / Images, Audio/Video and PDF Files / Social Media Analysis /
Querying and Visualising Data / Teamwork with Nvivo / Exports, Reports and Communicating to an Audience / The Future

sample cover

Practical, focused and jargon-free, this book shows you the power and potential of
NVivo software across a wide range of research questions, data types, perspectives and
methodologies. It provides a brilliant introduction to planning and conducting qualitative data
analysis with NVivo and gives you flexible strategies for each step of your research project. It
is a straightforward step-by-step guide to:

November 2018 • 376 pages
Cloth (9781526449931) • £90.00
Paper (9781526449948) • £31.99

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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QUALITATIVE DATA
ANALYSIS WITH ATLAS.TI

MANAGING QUALITY IN
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH

Third Edition

Second Edition

Susanne Friese Max-Planck Institute

Uwe Flick Free University of Berlin

Now fully updated for Version 8 and featuring
instructions for both Mac and Windows
users, this book is still the go-to source of
support for getting to grips with qualitative
data analysis using ATLAS.ti.

Quality underpins the success (or failure)
of any piece of qualitative research. In this
book, Uwe Flick takes you through the steps
in method and design to ensure quality and
reliability throughout the entire research
process.

With over twenty years of experience using,
developing, and teaching ATLAS.ti, Susanne Friese is the perfect data
analysis tour guide. Aware of common challenges and sticking points,
she eases readers from readying and organizing data into coding and
querying it, providing not only tips on how to prepare for analysis, but
also the tools and technical know-how needed to observe, examine, and
discuss data. Placing quick software ‘skills training’ tutorials alongside
different stages of the data analysis process, she gives readers the
opportunity to integrate software training with their actual analysis.
CONTENTS
The Nature of Qualitative Analysis / Data Preparation / Writing / Thematic Coding and
Categorizing / Analyzing Biographical Narrative and Discursive Elements / Comparative
Analysis / Analytic Quality and Ethics / Getting Started with Computer Assisted Qualitative
Data Analysis / Searching and Other Analytic Activities Using Software / Putting It
All Together

CONTENTS
How to Manage and Assess the Quality of Qualitative Research / Standards in Qualitative
Research / Criteria in Qualitative Research / Using Caqdas for Advancing the Quality
of Qualitative Research / Quality Indicators of Specific Methods and Approaches /
Checklists and Guidelines / Strategies for Managing Diversity in Qualitative Research /
Relevance, Evidence and Quality of Qualitative Research / Quality, Creativity and Ethics:
Different Ways to Ask the Question / Managing Quality in Qualitative Research: Process
and Transparency

THE SAGE QUALITATIVE RESEARCH KIT
September 2018 • 168 pages
Paper (9781473912021) • £24.99

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
GROUNDED THEORY

November 2018 • 336 pages
Cloth (9781526446237) • £90.00
Paper (9781526458926) • £31.99

Second Edition
Edited by Antony Bryant Leeds
Metropolitan University and
Kathy Charmaz Sonoma State
University, Rohnert Park

DOING CONVERSATION,
DISCOURSE AND
DOCUMENT ANALYSIS

Extensively updated and with eight new
chapters, this remains the definitive resource
on grounded theory for advanced students
and researchers across the social sciences.

Second Edition
Tim Rapley Newcastle University
Introducing the theory and practice of
conversation, discourse and document
analysis, this book proves how useful these
methods are in addressing key questions
in the social sciences. A true masterclass on practical issues such
as generating an archive, transcribing video material, and analyzing
discourses using a full range of documentary and verbal data, this is the
essential guide to exploring the rich rewards of working with text and talk.
CONTENTS
Studying Discourse / Generating an Archive / Ethics and Recording ‘data’ / The Practicalities
of Recording / Transcribing Audio and Video Materials / Exploring Conversations /
Exploring Conversations about and with Documents / Exploring Conversations and
Discourse: Some Debates and Dilemmas / Exploring Documents / Studying Discourse:
Some Closing Comments

THE SAGE QUALITATIVE RESEARCH KIT
September 2018 • 176 pages
Paper (9781473913615) • £24.99

July 2018 • 728 pages
Cloth (9781473970953) • £110.00

DOING GROUNDED THEORY
Uwe Flick Free University of Berlin
In this short introduction, Uwe Flick
discusses each stage of the process of
doing Grounded Theory research, including
formulating a research question through
analysis of data, theoretical sampling,
sorting and saturation, data collection,
coding and forming theories from data.
CONTENTS
Background: Approaches and Philosophies of
Grounded Theory / Doing Grounded Theory: Key Components, Process, and Elements
/ Getting In: Data Collection in Grounded Theory / Grounded Theory Coding: Ways
and Versions / Going Ahead: Recent Developments in Data Analysis / Going Beyond:
Theoretical Sampling, Sorting, and Saturation / Output: Writing and Quality in Grounded
Theory / Advancing: Research Design in Grounded Theory / Becoming Systematic:
Triangulation in Grounded Theory / Rounding Up: Doing Perspectivist Grounded Theory

THE SAGE QUALITATIVE RESEARCH KIT
September 2018 • 176 pages
Cloth (9781473911994) • £75.00
Paper (9781473912007) • £24.99
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REFLEXIVE METHODOLOGY
New Vistas for
Qualitative Research
Third Edition
Mats Alvesson Lund University and
Kaj Sköldberg Stockholm
School of Business
Reflexivity is an essential part of the research
process. Mats Alvesson and Kaj Sköldberg
make explicit the links between techniques
used in empirical research and different research traditions, giving a
theoretically informed approach to qualitative research. The authors
provide balanced reviews and critiques of the major schools of grounded
theory, ethnography, hermeneutics, critical theory, postmodernism and
poststructuralism, discourse analysis, genealogy and feminism. This is
critical reading for students and researchers across the social sciences.
CONTENTS
Introduction: The Intellectualization of Method / (Post-)Positivism, Social Constructionism,
Neorealism: Three Reference Points in the Philosophy of Science / Data-Oriented Methods:
Empiricist Techniques and Procedures / Hermeneutics: Interpretation and Insight / Critical
Theory: The Political and Ideological Dimension / Poststructuralism And Postmodernism:
Destabilizing Subject and Text / Language/Gender/Power: Discourse Analysis, Feminism
and Genealogy / On Reflexive Interpretation: The Play of Interpretive Levels / Applications
of Reflexive Methodology: Illustrations / Applications of Reflexive Methodology: Criteria
and Strategies
October 2017 • 456 pages
Cloth (9781473964235) • £120.00
Paper (9781473964242) • £42.99

DOING TRIANGULATION
AND MIXED METHODS
Uwe Flick Professor of Qualitative
Research in Social Science and
Education, Free University, Berlin
Showing you not just how to use triangulation
as a strategy of quality management, but also
how to use it as an approach to designing
and doing qualitative research in a more
comprehensive way, Flick links triangulation
with current debates about using mixed
methods, and outlines their potential for extending qualitative research.
The book addresses questions such as how such research can benefit
from integrating quantitative (mixed methods), or from working more
generally with more than one approach (triangulation).

AN INTRODUCTION
TO QUALITATIVE
RESEARCH
Sixth Edition
Uwe Flick Free
University of Berlin
Encyclopaedic in scope and
comprehensive in coverage,
the Sixth Edition maps out
the entire research cycle
from design to dissemination
- the definitive introductory
guide to thinking about and
exploring qualitative research.
Ultimately, it helps you to understand how good quality research is
produced, and how to find and consume it.
New to this edition:
• Easier-to-navigate structure, helping you map out the research process
• Brand new chapter on digital methods and social media data, allowing
you to explore cutting-edge research
• Multi-disciplinary case studies, so you can access applied research
examples whatever your subject
• A host of focused reading exercises to help you explore the literature
and build a bibliography
• Integrated online resources, enabling you to master the key concepts,
discover real research and track your progress
User-friendly, authoritative and thoroughly up-to-date, An Introduction
to Qualitative Research remains an indispensable text for students
throughout the social sciences.
CONTENTS
Part I: Foundations of Qualitative Research / Why and How to Do Qualitative Research /
The Qualitative-quantitative Distinction / Theoretical Frameworks / Methods and Data in
Qualitative Research / Texts as Data in Qualitative Research / Part II: Research Design
/ Formulating a Research Question / Choosing and Constructing the Research Design /
Working with Qualitative Research Process / Ethics of Qualitative Research / Using the
Existing Literature / Entering the Field / Sampling / Triangulation / Part III: Verbal Data /
Collecting Verbal Data / Interviews / Focus Groups / Narrative Research / Part IV: Data
Beyond Talk / Collecting Data Beyond Talk / Observation and Ethnography / Visual
Research / Documentary Research / Digital and Social Media Research / Part V: Data
Analysis / Analyzing Qualitative Data / Transcription and Data Management / Grounded
Theory Coding / Thematic Coding and Content Analysis / Conversation, Discourse and
Hermeneutic Analysis / Using Software in Qualitative Data Analysis / Part VI: Grounding
and Writing / Quality of Qualitative Research / Writing Qualitative Research / State of the
Art in Qualitative Research
January 2019 • 616 pages
Cloth (9781526445643) • £90.00
Paper (9781526445650) • £32.99

CONTENTS
Why Triangulation and Mixed Methods in Qualitative Research? / What Is Triangulation? /
Methodological Triangulation in Qualitative Research / Triangulation in Ethnography / What
Is Mixed Methods Research? / Designs, Methods and Data in Mixed Methods Research
/ Triangulation as a Framework for Using Mixed Methods / How to Use Triangulation
and Mixed Methods in Qualitative Research: Practical Issues / Sensitive Use of Multiple
Methods - Quality, Ethics and Writing

A JOURNEY THROUGH
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH

THE SAGE QUALITATIVE RESEARCH KIT

From Design to Reporting

September 2018 • 176 pages
Paper (9781473912113) • £24.99

Stéphanie Gaudet and
Dominique Robert, both at
University of Ottowa, Ontario
A hands-on, start-to-finish guide to qualitative
research, showcasing the complexities and
interrelationships of different methods and
strategies, taking a flexible, cyclical view of
research, rather than a linear one.
February 2018 • 272 pages
Cloth (9781446267127) • £85.00
Paper (9781446267134) • £28.99

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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QUALITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS
From Start to Finish

SUCCESSFUL QUALITATIVE
RESEARCH

Second Edition

A Practical Guide for Beginners

Jamie Harding Northumbria University

Virginia Braun University of
Auckland and Victoria Clarke
University of The West of England

Helping to bridge the gap between data gathering and data analysis, this
book is based on a set of easy-to-follow steps woven throughout the text,
enabling students to get stuck in and working with qualitative data fast.
Jamie Harding provides:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clear instructions on using interview and focus group data
Guidance on data collection and management
Advice on writing up your findings
Tips on presenting and sharing your results
A host of skills-based exercises to aid practice
A 'progress tracker' so you can see exactly where you are in the
research process
Written in a friendly, reassuring style, this book equips students with the
basic analytical skills required to turn that pile of transcripts into highquality research output and evidence-based argument.
CONTENTS
Stage 1: Research Design and Preparation / Introduction to Qualitative Social Research
/ Designing Qualitative Research: Your Key Questions / Practical Issues in Qualitative
Research / Stage 2: Data Collection and Management / Collecting and Managing
Interview Data / Collecting and Managing Focus Group Data / Stage 3: Data Analysis
and Interpretation / A Brief Introduction to the Analysis of Qualitative Data / Step One
for Analysing Your Interview Data - Making Summaries and Comparisons / Step Two for
Analysing Your Interview Data – Using Codes / Step Three for Analysing Your Interview
Data - Finding Conceptual Themes and Building Theory / Analysing Your Focus Group
Data / What If I Want to Try a Different Form of Analysis / Stage 4: Dissemination / Writing
about Your Qualitative Research
October 2018 • 256 pages
Cloth (9781526402790) • £85.00
Paper (9781526402806) • £28.99

'This book provides an excellent introduction
to qualitative research, combining in-depth
explanation of the distinctive nature and
goals of qualitative research methods, with
practical tips and helpful examples for beginners.'
– Lucy Yardley, University of Southampton
2013 • 400 pages
Cloth (9781847875815) • £98.00
Paper (9781847875822) • £30.99

QUALITATIVE INQUIRY
Thematic, Narrative and
Arts-Based Perspectives
Second Edition
Lynn Butler-Kisber McGill University
Qualitative Inquiry provides students and
researchers with an approachable guide to
a range of interpretive perspectives, from
the traditional approaches of constant
comparison and phenomenology to the many
and varied artful approaches that continue to push the boundaries
of research.
CONTENTS

QUALITATIVE
LONGITUDINAL
RESEARCH

Part I: Qualitative Inquiry / Introduction to Qualitative Inquiry / Getting Started / Part II:
Thematic Perspectives / Constant Comparison Inquiry / Phenomenological Inquiry / Part
III: The Narrative Turn / Narrative Inquiry / Part IV: Arts-Based Inquiry / Poetic Inquiry /
Visual Inquiry / Performative Inquiry / Part V: Future Directions / Future Directions
April 2018 • 208 pages
Cloth (9781473966901) • £90.00
Paper (9781473966918) • £29.99

The Craft of Researching Lives
Through Time
Bren Neale University of Leeds
Brimming with time maps, life history
calendars, and extracts from transcripts and
diaries, this book illustrates by example the
unique principles, challenges, and applications of qualitative longitudinal
research.
Synthesizing current literature on qualitative longitudinal research, it
brings together sociological theory and empirically driven longitudinal
studies while also highlighting a range of possible research approaches.
CONTENTS
Part I: Conceptual Foundations / Mapping the Field / Time and the Life Course / Part
II: Crafting Qualitative Longitudinal Research / Design and Sampling / Recruiting and
Maintaining Samples / Walking Alongside: The Ethics of Field Enquiry / Part III: Journeys
with Data / Generating Data / Managing and Analysing Data / Re-Visiting Data: Ethics and
Practice of Data Use / Re-Presenting Data: The Utility of Qualitative Longitudinal Data /
Post script: Looking Back, Looking Forwards
November 2018 • 224 pages
Cloth (9781473995437) • £85.00
Paper (9781473995444) • £29.99

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
QUALITATIVE DATA
COLLECTION
Uwe Flick Free University, Berlin
Qualitative research has now established
itself beyond the original disciplines like
sociology, anthropology and education in
fields such as nursing, medicine, social
work, psychology, information science and
political sciences. The SAGE Handbook of
Qualitative Data Collection is a timely overview of the methodological
developments available to social science researchers.
CONTENTS
Part I: Charting the Routes / Part II: Concepts, Contexts, Basics / Part III: Types of Data
and How to Collect Them / Part IV: Digital and Internet Data / Part V: Triangulation and
Mixed Methods / Part VI: Collecting Data in Specific Populations
December 2017 • 736 pages
Cloth (9781473952133) • £120.00
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Qualitative Research

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
ETHICS
Edited by Ron Iphofen
Independent Researcher and
Martin Tolich Otago University
The emergent, dynamic and interactional
nature of most qualitative research allows
little time to reflect on the very important
ethical responsibilities and obligations. The
SAGE Handbook of Qualitative Research Ethics provides a muchneeded and in-depth review of the distinctive set of ethical considerations
which accompany qualitative research, with contributions from leading
international researchers.
CONTENTS
Part I: Thick Descriptions of Qualitative Research Ethics / Part II: Qualitative Research
Ethics by Technique / Part III: Ethics as Politics / Part IV: Qualitative Research Ethics with
Vulnerable Groups / Part V: Relational Research Ethics / Part VI: Researching Digitally
February 2018 • 552 pages
Cloth (9781473970977) • £120.00

INTERVIEWS IN
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Second Edition
Nigel King University of Huddersfield,
Christine Horrocks Manchester
Metropolitan University and
Joanna Brooks University of Manchester
With practical guidance regarding technique,
this book gives readers top tips from realworld case studies and shares achievable
checklists and interview plans to help them
get the data they want from their interviews. Whether readers are doing
interviews in their own research or just using other researchers’ data, this
book tells them everything they need to know about designing, planning,
conducting and analyzing quality interviews, and explains how to:
•
•
•
•
•

Construct ethical research designs
Record and manage data
Transcribe notes
Analyse findings
Disseminate conclusions.

CONTENTS

DOING QUALITATIVE
RESEARCH

Philosophical Assumptions / Designing an Interview Study / Ethics in Qualitative
Interviewing / Carrying out Qualitative Interviews / Group Interviews / Remote Interviewing
/ Reflexivity and Qualitative Interviewing / An Introduction to Interview Data Analysis
/ Interviews in Phenomenological Research / Interviews and Narrative / Writing and
Disseminating Interview Data
December 2018 • 296 pages
Cloth (9781446274965) • £75.00
Paper (9781446274972) • £26.99

Fifth Edition
David Silverman Visiting Professor,
University of Technology, Sydney
Accessible, practical, and packed with
indispensable advice, this bestselling
textbook is the perfect hands-on guide for
any student embarking on their own research.
What’s new in this edition:
• Learning pathways that guide you through understanding concepts,
experiences from the field, engaging with published research and
getting ready to do it yourself
• Fully interactive digital resources including hands-on video tutorials
and real data to practice with
• An improved structure that takes you step-by-step from start to finish
• An overview and practical guidance on mixed methods and working
with different kinds of data.

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Fourth Edition
Edited by David Silverman Visiting
Professor in the Business School,
University of Technology, Sydney
With practical tips, summaries, exercises
and further reading, each chapter is like
a masterclass from a leading scholar in
qualitative research.
2016 • 480 pages
Cloth (9781473916562) • £90.00
Paper (9781473916579) • £31.99

CONTENTS
Part I: Introduction / How To Use This Book / What You Can (and Can’t) Do with Qualitative
Research / Focusing a Research Project / Part II: Starting Out and Project Foundations
/ Ethical Research / What Counts as ‘Originality’? / Research Design / Using Theories /
Formulating a Research Question / Choosing a Methodology / Writing a Research Proposal
/ Part III: Getting Support / Making Good Use of Your Supervisor / Getting Feedback /
Part IV: Collecting and Analysing Data / How many cases do you need? / Collecting Your
Data / Developing Data Analysis / Using Computers to Analyse Qualitative Data / Quality
in Qualitative Research / Evaluating Qualitative Research / Effective Qualitative Research
/ Part V: Writing Up Your Research / Considering Your Audience / The First Few Pages /
The Literature Review Chapter / The Methodology Chapter / The Data Chapters / Part VI:
The Aftermath / Surviving an Oral Examination / Getting Published / Strategic Choices
November 2017 • 592 pages
Cloth (9781473966987) • £90.00
Paper & Interactive eBook (9781526441614) • £32.99

INTERPRETING
QUALITATIVE DATA
Fifth Edition
David Silverman Visiting Professor
in the Business School, University
of Technology, Sydney
In this Fifth Edition of his field-defining text,
David Silverman, a true guru of qualitative
research, walks the reader through the basics
of gathering and analyzing qualitative data,
offering beginners unrivalled hands-on guidance to help them get the
best out of a research methods course or research project.
2015 • 520 pages
Cloth (9781446295427) • £93.00
Paper (9781446295434) • £30.99

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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QUALITATIVE
RESEARCHING

USING SOCIAL MEDIA FOR
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH

Third Edition

A Theoretical and Practical Guide

Jennifer Mason University of Manchester

Randall F. Clemens St. John's University

The Third Edition of this bestselling text
guides students and researchers through
the process of doing qualitative research,
clearly explaining how different theoretical
approaches inform what you do in practice.

A practical guide to using social media in planning, data collection,
analysis, and presentation of qualitative research, this book blends
theoretical discussions of the major steps of research along with practical
examples of how to use social media as a research tool.
December 2018 • 176 pages
Paper (9781452270999) • £26.99

October 2017 • 288 pages
Cloth (9781473912175) • £85.00
Paper (9781473912182) • £29.99

DOING & WRITING
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH

A GUIDE TO QUALITATIVE
FIELD RESEARCH

Third Edition
Adrian Holliday Canterbury
Christ Church University

Third Edition
Carol A. Bailey Virginia Tech

With a strong focus on using less traditional
forms of data, the Third Edition provides a
new perspective on issues such as the role
of the researcher and the impact they have
on data, and also considers the impact of
social, cultural and political complexities across a range of disciplines.

A Guide to Qualitative Field Research
thoroughly explains the entire research
process from selecting a topic to writing
the final manuscript. This new edition
provides expanded guidance on online and
social media research, as well as additional
examples from experienced researchers.

2016 • 216 pages
Cloth (9781473953260) • £85.00
Paper (9781473953277) • £28.99

January 2018 • 280 pages
Paper (9781506306995) • £36.99

QUALITATIVE
DISSERTATION
METHODOLOGY

REFLEXIVITY
The Essential Guide
Tim May and Beth Perry,
both at University of Sheffield

A Guide for Research Design
and Methods

With coverage of both original ideas and the
authors’ own practical experiences, this book
helps readers to unlock the importance of
reflexivity and understand its benefits.

Nathan Durdella California
State University, Northridge
Drawing from the challenges the author has
seen in supervising dissertation students, the
book breaks down the dissertation chapter into smaller pieces, providing
specific and detailed advice on how to frame the chapter, identify a
research setting, work with data sources, develop data collection
instruments, articulate a data analysis procedure, and adopt a reflexive
stance on research roles.

June 2017 • 248 pages
Cloth (9781446295168) • £75.00
Paper (9781446295175) • £26.99

See our study
skills titles
on page 41
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Qualitative Research / Action Research

DOING YOUR ACTION
RESEARCH PROJECT

HEURISTIC INQUIRY
Nevine Sultan University of St. Thomas

A Guide for Education Students

This new text presents heuristic inquiry as a unique phenomenological,
experiential, and relational approach to qualitative research that is also
rigorous and evidence-based. The author describes a distinguishing
perspective of this research that treats participants not as subjects of
research, but rather as co-researchers and partners in an exploratory
process marked by genuineness and intersubjectivity.
October 2018 • 300 pages
Paper (9781506355481) • £31.99

Warren Kidd University of East London
Action research is a popular method among education students and
teachers, and requires specific guidance. This book provides examples
and guidance that is reflective of the likely obstacles of action research.
October 2018 • 192 pages
Cloth (9781446298244) • £65.00
Paper (9781446298251) • £21.99

i was into data
before it was big
Learn data science online
Social science research is changing and we want to help you
gain the data science skills you need to carry out big data
research with confidence. SAGE Campus online courses:
• are developed with social science academic experts
• come with online learning support from social science experts
• are developed with world-leading institutions such as the Royal
Statistical Society, UC Berkeley D-Lab and Essex University

Exactly what I have been looking
for as an opportunity to strengthen
my skills in a targeted area...
I look forward to learning more
during future advanced courses.
– Dr Jason Jackson, Learner on Introduction
to Python for Social Scientists

Find out more at

campus.sagepub.com

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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Ethnography

See our visual
methods titles
on page 34

AUTOETHNOGRAPHY
Process, Product, and Possibility
for Critical Social Research
Sherick A. Hughes University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill and
Julie L. Pennington University
of Nevada, Reno
Describing how autoethnographers go about
collecting, analyzing and reporting data, this
book provides a historical and theoretical
background followed by methods chapters
that guide students through the process.
2016 • 272 pages
Paper (9781483306766) • £39.99

CONTEMPORARY APPROACHES
TO ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH
Edited by Kahryn Hughes, University of Leeds, and Jerry Coulton,
John Goodwin and Jason Hughes, all at University of Leicester
A comprehensive exploration of the theory and practice of ethnographic
research, this collection brings together readings from the vast range
of perspectives and practices to offer a multi-dimensional, detailed
exploration of ethnographic research, with a major emphasis on the
contemporary application of this method.
SAGE LIBRARY OF RESEARCH METHODS

CRITICAL ETHNOGRAPHY
Method, Ethics, and Performance
Third Edition
D. Soyini Madison Northwestern University
Presenting a fresh new look at critical ethnography by emphasizing the
significance of ethics and performance in the art and politics of fieldwork,
this book celebrates the productive links between theory and method.
September 2018 • 296 pages
Paper (9781483356778) • £40.99

December 2017 • 1770 pages
Cloth (9789386602541) • £600.00

✓ Online access to the most comprehensive, interdisciplinary and important
journal content
✓ Includes over 1,000 leading international
peer-reviewed journals
✓ Includes high-impact research titles published on behalf of over 400
scholarly and professional societies
✓ The majority of SAGE Journals content is ranked in the ISI Journal
Citation Reports® (Thomson Reuters)

journals.sagepub.com
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Case Study Methods / Focus Group Research / Narrative and Discourse Methods

CASE STUDY RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS
Design and Methods
Sixth Edition
Robert K. Yin COSMOS Corporation
Recognized as one of the most cited methodology books in the social sciences, the
Sixth Edition of Robert K. Yin's bestselling text provides a complete portal to the
world of case study research. With the integration of 11 applications in this edition,
the book gives readers access to exemplary case studies drawn from a wide variety of
academic and applied fields. Ultimately, Case Study Research and Applications will
guide students in the successful design and use of the case study research method.
New to this edition:
• Includes 11 in-depth applications that show how researchers have implemented
case study methods successfully
• Increases reference to relativist and constructivist approaches to case study
research, as well as how case studies can be part of mixed methods projects
• Places greater emphasis on using plausible rival explanations to bolster case
study quality
• Discusses synthesizing findings across case studies in a multiple-case study in
more detail
• Adds an expanded list of 15 fields that have text or texts devoted to case
study research
• Sharpens discussion of distinguishing research from non-research case studies
The author brings to light at least three remaining gaps to be filled in the future: how rival
explanations can become more routinely integrated into all case study research; the difference
between case-based and variable-based approaches to designing and analyzing case studies;
and the relationship between case study research and qualitative research.
CONTENTS
Getting Started: How to Know Whether and When to Use the Case Study as a Research Method / Designing Case Studies: Identifying Your Case(s) And Establishing The Logic Of Your Case Study
/ Preparing To Collect Case Study Evidence: What You Need To Do Before Starting To Collect Case Study Data / Collecting Case Study Evidence: The Principles You Should Follow In Working
With Six Sources Of Evidence / Analyzing Case Study Evidence: How To Start Your Analysis, Your Analytic Choices, And How They Work / Reporting Case Studies: How And What To Compose
December 2017 • 352 pages
Paper (9781506336169) • £52.00

DOING CONVERSATION ANALYSIS

CONTENT ANALYSIS

An Applied Approach

An Introduction to
Its Methodology

Jessica N. Lester Indiana University and
Michelle O'Reilly University of Leicester
This book seeks to guide the student through the practical issues
of doing conversation analysis, while providing the theoretical
foundation for making research decisions. Each chapter highlights the
challenges, debates, and important questions that arise in discursive
research projects.
July 2018 • 304 pages
Paper (9781506351261) • £47.99

BASIC AND ADVANCED FOCUS GROUPS

Fourth Edition
Klaus Krippendorff The Annenberg
School for Communication,
University of Pennsylvania
The Fourth Edition of Content Analysis
introduces students and scholars to a
method of analyzing the textual fabric
of contemporary society. This book introduces students to ways of
examining meaningful matter such as texts, images, voices – that is,
data whose physical manifestations are secondary to the meanings that
a particular population of people brings to them.
May 2018 • 512 pages
Paper (9781506395661) • £90.00

David Morgan Portland State University
Taking a “bi-level” approach, this book gives readers a complete picture
of focus groups with coverage of both the “how-to” and the why, and
argues against there being any one right way to do the research.
October 2018
Paper (9781506327112) • £43.99

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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Visual Methods / Methods for Business

DOING VISUAL RESEARCH
Second Edition

RESEARCH METHODS FOR
BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT

Claudia Mitchell McGill University, Montreal

A Complete Student's Guide

With internationally-renowned visual methods expert Claudia Mitchell at
the helm, this book steers students through a complete and thorough
introduction to using photography, video, drawings, objects, and multimedia productions in research. Covering the full research process from
design to dissemination, it weaves theory into each chapter and builds
knowledge around methods, creating a solid foundation for the practical
advice students need to complete their own research. Through examples
that enable readers to understand their place in the research process, it
prepares them to understand a broad definition of what it means to be
a visual researcher. This new edition includes best practice guidance
and tips on:

Jonathan Wilson Principal Lecturer in Marketing, Lord Ashcroft
International Business School, Anglia Ruskin University

•
•
•
•
•

Using existing images and video
Working with archived material
Maintaining ethical practice
Handling visual data after it is collected
Presenting findings to different audiences.

CONTENTS
An Introduction to Visual Research / Ethics in Visual Research / Objects and Things in
Visual Research / Photovoice / Participatory Video / Using Researcher-generated Tools
in Visual Research / Working With Photo Images / Using the Democratic (Digital) Archive
Producing Images for Your Audience / Communicating Visual Research

Packed with practical tips and immersive online resources, this book is
the perfect companion for any undergraduate business and management
student looking to complete a research project. With a strong focus on
employability and developing transferrable skills, it gives readers advice
on conducting not only traditional research projects, but also workbased, team-based, community and multi-disciplinary projects. Through
a gradual pace well-matched to first-time researchers, it showcases
how to transition seamlessly from lecture hall into the field and prepares
students to write not just dissertations, but also reports, journal articles,
and presentations. Key features include:
• Datasets to practice managing and analysing existing data
• Student research examples to illustrate common pitfalls in student
research projects
• Exercises and multiple choice questions to review key concepts and
revise for exams
• Supervisor tips to provide encouragement and keep students moving
in the right direction
• Interactive instructor resources to use in class or set as assignments.
CONTENTS

October 2018 • 276 pages
Cloth (9781526402813) • £85.00
Paper (9781526402820) • £28.99

Part I: The Foundations of Business Research / Introduction to Business Research /
Defining the Research Problem and Choosing Your Research Topic / Searching and
Reviewing the Literature / Research Philosophies, Strategies and Approaches / Research
Designs / Ethical Considerations / Part II: Managing and Planning Research Projects /
Individual Projects (Dissertations) / Work-Based Projects / Consultancy Projects / Project
Location / Working with Stakeholders / Part III: Data Collection / Collection of Secondary
Data / Methods of Collecting Primary Data / Data Collection Using Social Media /
Sampling Techniques / Mixed Methods / Part IV: Data Analysis and Dissemination / Data
Analysis – Qualitative / Data Analysis – Quantitative / Writing Up Your Research Project /
Dissemination to Peers, Lecturers, Stakeholders and Publication

DOING VISUAL ANALYSIS
From Theory to Practice

November 2018 • 600 pages
Cloth (9781473953567) • £120.00
Paper (9781473953574) • £44.99

Per Ledin Södertörn University and
David Machin Örebro University
Visual communication shapes our
perceptions and experiences of the world.
This is not just a question of photographs
or video, but also the design of websites,
the use of data visualization software, the
branding of packaging, and even the design
of buildings and furniture.

BUSINESS RESEARCH

Doing Visual Analysis provides a concrete set of tools to research,
break down and analyze this wide range of visual data. It shows students
across the social sciences how to apply the right mix of methods to their
own research projects, including how to mix approaches and use tools
alongside other methods such as content analysis or interviews.
January 2018 • 216 pages
Cloth (9781473972988) • £85.00
Paper (9781473972995) • £27.99

A Concise Guide to Planning,
Conducting, and Reporting
Your Study
Donald R. Cooper
This book is a succinct overview of the
research process, design and writing
of a report, giving the student sufficient
background to start a term project or
research paper with confidence.
September 2018 • 380 pages
Paper (9781544307824) • £76.00
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Methods for Business / Methods for Criminology

CONDUCTING ACTION
RESEARCH FOR
BUSINESS AND
MANAGEMENT
STUDENTS
David Coghlan Trinity College Dublin
and Abraham B Shani California
Polytechnic State University
Action research is an interactive approach to studying real social and
organizational issues and those who experience them with the goal
of solving particular problems or improve practice while also creating
knowledge or theory as the action unfolds.
MASTERING BUSINESS RESEARCH METHODS
November 2018 • 132 pages
Cloth (9781526404770) • £65.00
Paper (9781526404787) • £21.99

CONDUCTING MIXED
METHODS RESEARCH
FOR BUSINESS AND
MANAGEMENT
STUDENTS
Patricia Bazeley Research Support Pty
Limited and José F. Molina-Azorin
University of Alicante
Mixed methods research is a methodological approach popular in the
business and management field that combines and integrates different
sources of data and methods of analysis. This book introduces mixed
methods research, explains the types of research questions that mixed
methods are best suited to answering and guides you through using this
method successfully in your own research-based dissertation or project.
MASTERING BUSINESS RESEARCH METHODS
November 2018 • 132 pages
Cloth (9781526405869) • £65.00
Paper (9781526405876) • £21.99

CRIMINOLOGICAL
ETHNOGRAPHY: AN
INTRODUCTION

DOING CRIMINOLOGICAL
RESEARCH

James Treadwell Birmingham City
University and Stephen Wakeman
Liverpool John Moores University

Edited by Pamela Davies and Peter Francis,
Northumbria University

The first title to cover ethnography as
specific to criminology, this book follows the
research process in full and features a range
of fascinating and thought-provoking case
studies from the authors’ extensive experience in the field.

A trusted, full-featured companion to
criminological research, this edition expands
and updates case studies, methods and
project strategies to help students prepare,
do and present their research.

September 2018 • 224 pages
Cloth (9781473975705) • £85.00
Paper (9781473975712) • £29.99

Third Edition

July 2018 • 552 pages
Cloth (9781473902725) • £85.00
Paper (9781473902732) • £28.99

Flexible Solutions to Suit Your Teaching Needs
SAGE offers numerous, flexible print and eBook solutions customised to your teaching needs:
• electronic and print bundles can be created for any title
• institutional solutions include ebooks for sale to faculty, or site licenses
• custom textbooks can be compiled from multiple SAGE textbooks to provide bespoke solutions
for individual courses
Contact your SAGE sales representative or charlotte.steadman@sagepub.co.uk for
more information.

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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Methods for Education

RESEARCH METHODS
IN EARLY CHILDHOOD

INTRODUCING RESEARCH
IN EARLY CHILDHOOD

An Introductory Guide

Polly Bolshaw and Jo Josephidou, both at Canterbury Christ
Church University

Third Edition
Penny Mukherji and Deborah Albon,
both at University of Roehampton
Using examples, case studies and reflection
points, this textbook provides a clear and
comprehensive guide to the different types
of research methods in early childhood. It illustrates how to translate
theory into practice and provides students with an excellent introduction
to what can typically be a challenging topic.
January 2018 • 432 pages
Cloth (9781526423702) • £75.00
Paper (9781526423719) • £25.99

Exploring research methods in the context of early childhood, this
popular guide approaches complex ideas in a clear style linking directly to
practice. It covers all students need to know about undertaking research
in early childhood, including action research, ethics and carrying out a
research project.
October 2018 • 164 pages
Cloth (9781526408273) • £65.00
Paper (9781526408280) • £21.99

EARLY CHILDHOOD
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
International Perspectives

DOING YOUR
EARLY YEARS
RESEARCH PROJECT

Cathy Nutbrown University of Sheffield
This book offers an accessible critique
of recent Early Childhood Educational
R e s e a r c h, t a k i n g a n i n te r n a ti o n a l
perspective, and highlighting strengths and
key focus areas within the field. It will also
identify areas where researchers have yet to
offer significant insights that support the development of theory, policy
and practice.

A Step by Step Guide
Fourth Edition
Guy Roberts-Holmes Institute of
Education, University of London
This bestselling guide to undertaking your
early years research project takes the reader on a practical step-bystep journey. Breaking down each section into accessible and digestible
topics, and accompanied by a multitude of practical examples, case
studies, research summaries and key points, the author brings this
process to life.
March 2018 • 232 pages
Cloth (9781526424242) • £75.00
Paper (9781526424259) • £24.99

July 2018 • 288 pages
Cloth (9781526434968) • £85.00
Paper (9781526434975) • £27.99

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
Quantitative, Qualitative, and
Mixed Approaches
Sixth Edition
(International Student Edition)

AN A-Z OF CREATIVE
TEACHING IN
HIGHER EDUCATION

R. Burke Johnson and
Larry Christensen, both at
University of South Alabama
Assuming no prior knowledge, Educational
Research offers a comprehensive, easily
digestible introductory research methods textbook for undergraduate
and graduate students.

Sylvia Ashton and Rachel Stone,
both at Sheffield Hallam University
This essential guide addresses common
issues faced by lecturers and includes
case studies and practical suggestions
for teaching. Chapters cover themes
such as supporting students to learn
constructively in large groups, working with international learners,
embedding employability skills and developing self-directed (or ‘flipped’)
learning resources.

May 2017 • 744 pages
Paper (9781506386591) • £109.00

December 2017 • 232 pages
Cloth (9781526401021) • £65.00
Paper (9781526401038) • £24.99
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Methods for Geography / Methods for Health & Social Care

DOING QUALITATIVE
RESEARCH IN THE CITY
An Urban Field Methods Text-Reader
Edited by Michael Ian Borer University of Nevada, Las Vegas
and Tyler Schafer California State University, Stanislaus
This book aims to specifically address the uses and roles of qualitative
research in cities, including carefully selected readings that cover
participant observation, interviewing, narrative analysis, visual and
sensory methods, and methods for (re)presenting the city. The book
will also feature short original essays from the editors and some of
the contributors.
October 2018 • 304 pages
Paper (9781506355436) • £56.00

URBAN ANALYTICS
Alex D. Singleton University of Liverpool,
Seth Spielman University of Colorado,
Boulder and David Folch
Florida State University
Urban Analytics offers a field-defining
look at the challenges and opportunities
of using new and emerging data to study
contemporary and future cities through
methods including GIS, Remote Sensing, Big
Data and Geodemographics. Written in an
accessible style and packed with illustrations
and interviews from key urban analysts, this is a groundbreaking new
textbook for students of urban planning, urban design, geography, and
the information sciences.
December 2017 • 200 pages
Cloth (9781473958623) • £85.00
Paper (9781473958630) • £27.99

QUALITATIVE METHODS
FOR HEALTH RESEARCH
Fourth Edition
Judith Green King's College London
and Nicki Thorogood London School
of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine
Packed with practical advice and research
quick tips, this book is the perfect companion
to your health research project. It not only
explains the theory of qualitative health
research so you can interpret the studies of others, but also showcases
how to approach, start, maintain, and disseminate your own research.
It will help you:
•
•
•
•

Understand the role of the researcher
Develop an effective research proposal
Seek ethical approval
Conduct interviews, observational studies, mixed methods, and
web-based designs
• Use secondary and digital sources
• Code, manage, and analyse data
• Write up your results
Whether you are studying public health, sports medicine, occupational
therapy, nursing, midwifery, or another health discipline, the authors
will be your surrogate supervisors and guide you through evaluating or
undertaking any type of health research.
CONTENTS
Part I: Principles and Approaches in Qualitative Health Research / Qualitative Methodology
in Health Research / The Role of Theory / Developing Qualitative Research Proposals
/ Responsibilities, Ethics and Values / Part II: Generating Data / In-depth Interviews /
Group Interviews and Discussions / Observational Methods / Using Secondary Sources
/ Qualitative Research in a Digital Age / Part III: Managing and Analysing Data / Beginning
Data Analysis / Developing Qualitative Analysis / Part IV: Qualitative Research in Practice
/ Integrating Methods, Designs and Disciplines / Reading, Appraising and Integrating
Qualitative Research / Dissemination: Reaching and Engaging with Audiences

INTRODUCING QUALITATIVE METHODS SERIES
March 2018 • 476 pages
Cloth (9781473997103) • £85.00
Paper (9781473997110) • £29.99

Available as inspection copy for lecturers

MAKING SENSE
OF RESEARCH IN
NURSING, HEALTH
AND SOCIAL CARE
Sixth Edition
Pam Moule University of
The West of England
This easy to read guide continues to provide
a concise overview of the different research methods and terminology
and helps readers understand how research is implemented in practice.
January 2018 • 208 pages
Cloth (9781526420800) • £65.00
Paper (9781526420817) • £22.99

WRITING RESEARCH
PROPOSALS IN THE
HEALTH SCIENCES
A Step-by-Step Guide
Zevia Schneider and Jeffrey Fuller
This is the ideal step-by-step guide on how
to write successful research proposals in
the health sciences, whether it is for a thesis
or dissertation review committee, an ethical
review committee or a grant funding committee.
February 2018 • 192 pages
Cloth (9781526411303) • £75.00
Paper (9781526411310) • £24.99
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Methods for Media & Communication / Methods for Politics

HOW TO DO MEDIA AND
CULTURAL STUDIES

EXPLORING
MEDIA RESEARCH

Third Edition

Theories, Practice, and Purpose

Jane Stokes University of East London

Andy Ruddock Monash University

A favourite with both students and lecturers, the book provides you with
all the knowledge and practical expertise you need to carry out your
project or dissertation. Giving you hands-on guidance on managing the
whole process, Jane Stokes:

This book provides a pragmatic approach to
making sense of how media are involved in
politics, by bringing research to life with vivid
media case studies.

• Shows you how to identify a topic and create your research question
• Guides you through the research process, from getting started through
to writing-up

August 2017 • 320 pages
Cloth (9781473902534) • £85.00
Paper (9781473902541) • £27.99

• Explores a range of case studies, showing you how methods have
been applied by others.
September 2018 • 288 pages
Cloth (9781526427748) • £85.00
Paper (9781526427755) • £29.99

QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH METHODS
IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
Michael J. Adkins The University of Birmingham, Helen M. Williams
Nottingham University and Steve D. McKay Lincoln University

VISUAL COMMUNICATION
Understanding Images in Media Culture
Giorgia Aiello and Katy Parry, both at University of Leeds
Visual Communication systematically explores key issues of images
and visual media in contemporary cultural life, providing students with
both the concepts and the 'how to' of effective analysis and interpretation.
October 2018 • 256 pages
Cloth (9781412962230) • £85.00
Paper (9781412962247) • £26.99

QUALITATIVE
COMMUNICATION
RESEARCH METHODS

Guiding students from first principles to advanced techniques, this book
uses examples specific to their Political Science studies to equip them
with all the quantitative research skills they need. The book:
• Equips students with the tools to understand key concepts and to use
them to produce and interpret quantitative data
• Takes them through the entire research process, from choosing a
research question to writing up their findings
• Keeps mathematical equations to a minimum
• Has software-specific sections in each chapter to show students
how to use SPSS
• Is packed with real life examples
• Features extensive learning features including: chapter objectives,
boxed summaries, illustrations, exercises and end-of-chapter
questions, suggestions of further reading and a glossary
• Is accompanied by a website with datasets, exercises, multiple choice
questions, podcasts and video streams, and links to relevant websites.
CONTENTS

Fourth Edition

Philosophical Foundations of Research / What Is Quantitative Data? / Types of Variables
/ Descriptive Statistics / Visualising Data / Correlation / Comparing Means, Medians
and Proportions / Anova/Regression / Advanced Multivariate Techniques / Writing
a Dissertation

Thomas R. Lindlof University of
Kentucky and Bryan C. Taylor
University of Colorado-Boulder

June 2018 • 376 pages
Cloth (9781473902701) • £75.00
Paper (9781473902718) • £25.99

Qualitative Communication Research
Methods introduces readers to qualitative
research in speech and mass communication, providing numerous
examples of work in the field to illustrate how studies are designed,
carried out, written, evaluated, and related to theory.
January 2018 • 520 pages
Paper (9781452256825) • £47.99
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THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
IN PSYCHOLOGY
Second Edition
Edited by Carla Willig City University,
London and Wendy Stainton Rogers
The Open University
The SAGE Handbook of Qualitative
Research in Psychology is back for a
second edition, with updated chapters and three new chapters introduced
on Thematic Analysis, Interpretation and Netnography.

BUILDING EXPERIMENTS
IN PSYCHOPY
Jonathan Peirce University of
Nottingham, and Michael MacAskill
A detailed guide on how to use PsychoPy,
the popular new software gaining traction
in the Psychology field. The book is written
by the original creator of PsychoPy, and
supports the learning of undergraduates,
postgraduates and research professionals.
May 2018 • 321 pages
Cloth (9781473991385) • £90.00
Paper (9781473991392) • £32.99

June 2017 • 664 pages
Cloth (9781473925212) • £120.00

DOING QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
IN PSYCHOLOGY
A Practical Guide
Second Edition
Edited by Michael A Forrester University of Kent and
Cath Sullivan University of Central Lancashire
Taking students through each aspect of the research process and
explaining the unique challenges of using qualitative methods in
psychology, this book offers students a map for successfully completing
a qualitative psychological research project. Beginning with ethics and
quality, and moving through to literature reviews, methodologies, analysis
and writing up research reports, it is not a theoretical methods book, but
a ‘how to’ manual. It folds key skills like research design, technology, and
software into each chapter to introduce readers gently but thoroughly
to foundational concepts that will support them through each step.
With new chapters on thematic and narrative analysis, this new edition
also offers a set of digital resources designed to make learning about
qualitative methods as easy and interactive as possible.
CONTENTS
Part I: Formulating Research Questions / Theory and Method in Qualitative Research /
Research Ethics in Qualitative Research / Quality in Qualitative Research / Conducting
Literature Reviews / Part II: Conducting Qualitative Research / Approaches to Data
Collection in Qualitative Research / The Interview in Qualitative Research / Part III:
Qualitative Analysis: Practical Examples / A Data Set to Illustrate Different Approaches
to Analysis / Thematic Analysis / Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis / Narrative
Analysis / Discourse Analysis / Conversation Analysis / Grounded Theory / Part IV:
Outcomes and Results / Writing Your Qualitative Research Report
October 2018 • 336 pages
Cloth (9781526402776) • £85.00
Paper (9781526402783) • £29.99

PROGRAMMING
EXPERIMENTS
IN PYTHON
Jonathan Peirce University of Nottingham,
Jeremy R. Gray and Michael MacAskill
Read together with Building Experiments in
PsychoPy, this text is designed to support
students who are familiar with PsychoPy and
who want to progress into programming in
the original software package Python (on
which PsychoPy is built).
November 2018 • 297 pages
Cloth (9781473991408) • £110.00
Paper (9781473991415) • £36.99

RESEARCH METHODS
AND STATISTICS
IN PSYCHOLOGY
Second Edition
S Alexander Haslam The University of
Queensland and Craig McGarty School
of Psychology Murdoch University
This guide to the process of conducting
psychological research from the ground up
covers multiple methodologies, experimental and survey design, data
analysis, ethics and report writing.
SAGE FOUNDATIONS OF PSYCHOLOGY SERIES
2014 • 544 pages
Cloth (9781446255964) • £98.00
Paper (9781446255971) • £33.99

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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RESEARCH METHODS
FOR COGNITIVE
NEUROSCIENCE

PSYCHOMETRICS
An Introduction
Third Edition
(International Student Edition)

Aaron Newman Dalhousie University

R. Michael Furr Wake Forest University

This book provides a comprehensive
introduction to the various methods,
techniques and imaging models for
measuring the activities of the brain, from
fMRI to PET and much more.

By emphasizing concepts over mathematical
proofs and by focusing on practical
significance, this introduction helps students
to understand how measurement problems
can be addressed and why it is important to
address them.

November 2018 • 488 pages
Cloth (9781446296493) • £100.00
Paper (9781446296509) • £44.99

February 2018 • 568 pages
Paper (9781506389875) • £106.00

PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING
IN EVERYDAY LIFE

METHODS OF RESEARCH ON HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILIES

History, Science, and Practice

Theodore N. Greenstein North Carolina State University
and Shannon N. Davis George Mason University

Karen B. Goldfinger Licensed
Clinical Psychologist, Connecticut
In Psychological Testing in Everyday
Life, Karen Goldfinger encourages critical
thinking about the use of psychological tests
by helping students to understand how they
may interact with tests in their own lives.
Organized in the form of an applied casebook, each chapter presents
the complex issues that arise when using psychological tests in a variety
of settings, providing a narrow and deep view of psychological testing
practices historically, and into the present.

This text is an introduction to quantitative and qualitative research
methods for undergraduate students majoring in Human Development
and Family Studies, and now includes useful applications and key
examples from human development.
November 2018 • 272 pages
Paper (9781506386065) • £68.00

Getting in touch

May 2018 • 112 pages
Paper (9781483319315) • £32.99

Go to sagepub.co.uk/sales-information to find
contact details for your local SAGE representative.

METHODS IN
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH

We're here to help with any questions you may have
and would love to hear from you!

Fourth Edition
Bryan J. Rooney and Annabel Ness Evans,
both at Concordia University College of Alberta
Methods in Psychological Research is a pedagogically driven,
interactive introduction to research methods in psychology, presented
in a relaxed style to engage and motivate students from a variety of
backgrounds and academic preparation.
September 2018
Paper (9781506384931) • £80.00
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RESEARCH METHODS
IN SPORT

HOW TO BE A
HAPPY ACADEMIC

Second Edition

A Guide to Being Effective in
Research, Writing and Teaching

Mark F. Smith University of Lincoln
Packed full of essential tools and tips, this
second edition is your quick-start guide to
undertaking research within the real world
of sport. Using clear, accessible language,
Smith maps an easy-to-follow journey
through the research process, drawing upon
the most up-to-date evidence and resources to help you select the most
appropriate research approach for your project. Throughout the book
you will discover:
• Key points that highlight important definitions and theories
• Reflection points to help you make connections between key concepts
and your research
• Learning activities to put your newfound knowledge into practice
• Further reading to explore the wider context of sport research in the
real world
Featuring over thirty-five case studies of students’ and academics’
research in practice, this book is the perfect guide-by-your-side to have
during your own sport research.
CONTENTS
The Context of Sport Research / Selecting an Appropriate Research Strategy / Systematic
Review Research Strategy / Experimental Research Strategy / Correlational Research
Strategy / Survey Research Strategy / Observational Research Strategy / Case Study
Research Strategy / Ethnographic Research Strategy / A Mixed-research Approach
to Sport

ACTIVE LEARNING IN SPORT SERIES
October 2017 • 216 pages
Cloth (9781526423504) • £65.00
Paper (9781526423511) • £21.99

Alexander Clark and Bailey Sousa,
both at University of Alberta
Want to be an effective, successful and
happy academic? This book helps you
hone your skills, showcase your strengths,
and manage all the professional aspects of
academic life. With their focus on life-long learning and positive reflection,
Alex and Bailey encourage you to focus on your own behaviours and
personal challenges and help you to find real world solutions to your
problems or concerns. Weaving inspirational stories, the best of research
and theory, along with pragmatic advice from successful academics, this
book provides step-by-step guidance and simple tools to help you better
meet the demands of modern academia, including:
• Optimising your effectiveness, priorities and strategy
• Workflow and managing workload
• Interpersonal relationships, and how to influence
• Developing your writing, presenting and teaching skills
• Getting your work/life balance right
Clear, practical and refreshingly positive, this book inspires you to build
the career you want in academia.
CONTENTS
Academic Knowledge Work as Extreme Knowledge Work / Section One: Choosing the
Right Academic Work: The Success Pyramid / Values in Academic Work / Success
and Its Indicators / Doing the Right Things I: Effectiveness, Priorities, and Strategy /
Doing the Right Things II: Goals, Tasks and Time / Section Two: Developing The Core
/ Creativity: Adding the Vital Spark / Human Work and Self-Work / Learning: Success,
Failure and the Growth Mindset / Influence: Persuasion and Connection / Write Anything
Better / Developing Better Habits and Systems / Section Three: Bringing It All Together /
Projections, Introspections, and Reflections on Academic Work
March 2018 • 256 pages
Cloth (9781473978799) • £75.00
Paper (9781473978805) • £24.99

YOUR GUIDE
TO SUCCESSFUL
POSTGRADUATE STUDY
Geoffrey C Elliott University of Worcester,
Karima Kadi-Hanifi Newman University
and Carla Solvason University
of Worcester
This holistic guide takes postgraduate
students through the requirements for level
7 study, introducing guidelines, techniques
and advice to help them take their work from ordinary to outstanding.
SAGE STUDY SKILLS SERIES

THE ACADEMIC COMMUNICATION
SKILLS HANDBOOK
Diana Hopkins and Tom Reid, both at University of Bath
This handbook is specially designed to show students where their
strengths are and what they need to work on, so that they get a practice
plan tailored for their specific needs. It then arms them with the principles
and practice to optimise their academic writing, presentations and group
work – and develop transferable skills for the workplace.
August 2018 • 256 pages
Cloth (9781473997141) • £60.00
Paper (9781473997158) • £16.99

March 2018 • 176 pages
Cloth (9781526411280) • £60.00
Paper (9781526411297) • £19.99

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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YOUR SECRET WEAPON TO
TEACHING CRITICAL THINKING
This power pack of resources gives students
practical and effective tools to get them thinking
– and writing – critically. It helps them:
Think twice about evidence
– so they better critique sources
Be more analytical
– so they produce convincing arguments
Develop transferable skills
– so they are ready for the workplace
Engage with wider social debates
– to become conscientious world citizens.

CRITICAL THINKING

PREVIEW THE DIGITAL TOOLKIT

October 2017 • 328 pages
Cloth (9781473947139) • £60.00
Paper (9781473947146) • £16.99

sagepub.co.uk/criticalthinking
THE RESEARCH
FUNDING TOOLKIT

MASTERING ACADEMIC WRITING
Boba Samuels University of Toronto and
Jordana Garbati Wilfred Laurier University

How to Plan and Write Successful
Grant Applications

Featuring hands-on exercises that involve real student examples and
annotations from writing centre tutors, this is a workbook of interactive
writing practice designed to get projects off the ground and maintain
momentum. Through encouraging, no-nonsense advice, garnered
from empirical evidence and years of working directly with students on
mastering writing habits, the authors help readers to:

Second Edition
Andrew M Derrington
and Jacqueline Aldridge
Fully revised and updated to respond to the
most recent developments in the research
funding landscape, this edition features:
• A new chapter on impact
• Readily applicable, tried-and-tested ‘tools’, such as the ‘Funding
Finder’ and the ‘Application Timeline’
• Numerous examples from real funding applications, clearly illustrating
the dos and don’ts of constructing research proposals
• Specifically targeted advice to keep readers abreast of the latest
substantial changes in the structure, organisation and policy of the
research funding world.
CONTENTS
What Kind of Grant / Where to Apply / Why You Need a Network / Collaborations / What
to Do about Impact / How to Get the Best from Your Institution / How to Assemble Your
Budget / How Funding Agencies Make Decisions / Writing Techniques for Research
Grant Applications / Structure of the Case for Support / Write a Grant application in
Ten Steps / How to Respond to Referees / How to Test Your Draft Applications / How
to Run Workshops

• Develop and hone arguments
• Organize and interpret source material
• Write effective research proposals and other persuasive texts
• Follow academic conventions with confidence
• Complete collaborative writing projects
• Balance assignments around professional and personal commitments.
Perfect for students transitioning from undergraduate to postgraduate
degrees, this book provides the skills, tips, and tricks needed to move
beyond the basics of academic writing and meet the new expectations
of further study.
CONTENTS
Argument / Focusing a Research Topic / Entering the Academic Conversation / Using
Voice to Make your Mark / Preparing a Scholarship Proposal / Writing a Literature Review
/ Writing about Data / Writing Collaboratively
November 2018 • 240 pages
Cloth (9781446299661) • £60.00
Paper (9781446299678) • £19.99

June 2018 • 232 pages
Cloth (9781473972964) • £75.00
Paper (9781473972971) • £26.99
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